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ABSTRACT 
 
AMERICAN NOCTURNE 
 
Zed Saeed 
 
April 22, 2020 
 
American Nocturne is a photographic meditation on the nature of America. 
There is a long tradition of American photographers looking around their localities to 
look for this feeling. Using the aesthetics of straight photography, I have worked with a large-
format view camera to search for America. The prism through which I view America is a 
mixture of both a veneration, an abiding fascination, and at the same time a deep ambivalence 
towards an overbuilding, overproducing, and over wasting culture. My hope with American 
Nocturne is to present my view of America, with its contradictions and its beauty. 
For me the power of photography lies in its ability to make sharply focused and clear 
images. To further this nature of photography I have mitigated the shallow depth of field of the 
large format by taking several photographs across various focal planes and combining them into 
a single seamless photograph with an almost infinite depth of field. The result is an unusual 
clarity and fidelity, which reaches closer to the inherent nature of photography.  
In my thesis I describe my detailed working process, and look back at the modernist 
heritage of American straight photography. I examine some of my inspirations and their work to 
draw from and use it to further my own vision. 
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ARTIST STATEMENT 
American Nocturne is a photographic meditation on the question of what is 
American about America. 
For an outsider—and except for Native Americans we are all outsiders, the 
question of what makes America American is a constant. The scholar John Kouwenhoven 
writes that more than most cultures Americans tend to be more self-conscious about their 
identity.1 Kouwenhoven speculates that perhaps this is due to the dual-identity of most 
Americans; we are all from somewhere else. My own background of being born a 
Muslim in Pakistan, and as a first-generation immigrant to America has direct and 
relevant connections to my photographic exploration. 
My view of America was first formed through the prism of my own father, who—
though he only visited America late in life, had his entire being altered in Pakistan by an 
American-style education offered to him by a Presbyterian missionary, Charles William 
Forman, from Washington, Kentucky. (I suspect there is some small cosmic circle that 
closes by me doing my thesis in Louisville, Kentucky—just a two-hour drive from 
Washington.) 
American Nocturne is decidedly a personal, ambivalent, and a conflicted view. It 
is a view similar to what Andrew Hemingway describes as the view of America by 
                                                        
1 Kouwenhoven, John A. The Beer Can By The Highway. (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1988.) 23. 
 
 3 
Precisionist painters: “a view full of enthusiasm and admiration of American industrial 
and cultural development, mixed with a repulsion for the human cost of it all.”2 But I 
have learned through studying artists that ambivalence—which has somewhat negative 
connotations, can itself be a useful vantage point, if one embraces it, and adopts it fully. 
For my inspiration and expressiveness I referenced numerous artists, and scholars, 
which will be cited throughout this thesis. My primary artistic and aesthetic inspiration 
was drawn from the works of Walker Evans, Edward Hopper, and to a lesser extent, 
Charles Sheeler—all noted artists and contemporaries during the Modernist period.  
For American Nocturne I use these artists as a starting point and create a unique 
and individual vision for myself.  
Before I discuss these artists and their specific influences on me, it is important 
for me to lay out my view of America and why photography— especially the specific 
style of photography I have chosen, has turned out to be the ideal path to explore this 
view. 
Land of Plenty: 
The scholar Andrew Hemingway writes that America is not alone in being an 
advanced society which has come to be organized around “production” as a central goal 
of human endeavor.3 He writes that this “deformed thinking ignores the life of emotions”, 
and it is this very shortcoming of this social model that draws many people to the arts.4 
(That is certainly true in my own case). Hemingway calls American capitalism “irrational 
                                                        
Hemingway, Andrew. The Mysticism of Money: Precisionist Painting and Machine Age America. 
(New York: Periscope Publishing, 2013) 1. 
 
3 Ibid 204. 
4 Ibid 
 4 
in essence” and “grounded in a pseudo-religious belief system” (the Protestant ethic 
underlying capitalism) that overvalues the accumulation of wealth above everything.5 
Furthermore, Hemingway sees the major technological achievements and engineering 
successes of the American society as no more than “counterpoints to humanity’s failure 
to advance in its social and political arrangements.”6  
Julie Jones writes that the overproduction and waste in American culture can be 
seen as evidence of America’s wealth. She sees every garbage dump and every row of 
ramshackle houses lining the railroad tracks as evidence of America’s boundless wealth. 
Clement Cheroux writes, “It is land and materials we don’t need. We have so much.”7 
Jones sees all that waste as the flipside of progress.8  
This overproduction, wealth, and waste in America provides fertile ground for the 
artistic exploration of my thesis American Nocturne. It was the French-Russian 
impresario Sergei Diaghlev, who in 1918 on a trip to the United States was the first to 
highlight the fact that America had its own beauty, which went largely unappreciated by 
most Americans. Diaghlev felt that while most Americans were busy adoring poorly done 
local imitations of Gothic architecture, the lights of Broadway and the chaotic landscape 
of Times Square went unappreciated.9  With American Nocturne I am hoping to explore 
the chaotic beauty of America. 
                                                        
5 Ibid, 1 
6 ibid, 203 
7 Cheroux, Clement. Walker Evans. (Munich: Centre Pompidou, 2017) 29. 
 
Jones, Julie. Walker Evans: The Exhibition. (Catalog Album) (Paris: Centre Georges Pompidou 
Service Commercial, 2017) 5. 
 
9 Campany, David. Walker Evans: The Magazine Work. (Hamburg: Stiedl, 2014) 44. 
 
 5 
Diaghlev’s reference to the European Gothic style had a deeper meaning as well. 
At the time of Diaghlev’s observation American art was seen as nothing more than an 
extension of the European artistic tradition. American art—with its focus on purely 
American concerns— and a style that broke from the European lineage, had yet to fully 
emerge, in a period which was to become known later as Modernism. 
Walker Evans: 
As one of my main sources of artistic inspiration, Evans’s early photography 
work (1929) shows the clear influences of the European abstractionists, which was very 
much in vogue at the time.  (Figure 1) 
 
Figure 1: Walker Evans, untitled, Gelatin silver print 1929. © 2020 Walker Evans 
Archive, The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
 
However, within the period of a few short years (1935-36) Evans was to abandon 
these early experiments and develop a seemingly simple, straightforward, and an almost 
“vernacular” style, which would be forever associated with him. (Figure 2) The 
photography for my thesis takes a direct inspiration from this particular period of Evans’s 
work. 
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Figure 2: Walker Evans, Main Street Block, Selma, Alabama, Gelatin silver print 
1936. Office of the Farm Security Administration. Library of Congress. Public 
Domain Image. 
 
Evans’s photography during these critical years of 1935-36—which is the primary 
focus of my thesis, was American not only in its concern for the subject matter, but also 
in the manner of its style. It was a break from the European traditions. The concept of 
American identity—apart from the European lineage, was new for that time. The phrase 
“American way of life” first came into popular use in 1930’s.10 A.D Coleman says that 
the Great Depression had “terminated the American Dream.”11 Coleman writes that it 
was a time for America to go soul-searching. “To seek and define America as a culture,” 
Sussman argues, typified the decade of the 30’s.12 Evans, of course, did this more than 
                                                        
Stott, William. Documentary Expression and Thirties America. (Chicago: The University of Chicago 
Press, 1973) 76 
 
11 ibid, 146 
 
12 Trachtenberg, Alan. Reading American Photographs. (New York: Will and Wang. 1989) 247. 
 
 7 
most. James Crump states that Evans’s photographs of 1935-36 “changed the way 
Americans viewed their country and themselves.”13 For me, with American Nocturne, the 
exploration of the American way took on a local meaning. What is America, here and 
now? That is a question I kept in mind as I photographed for my thesis. 
The style of photography I have chosen for American Nocturne is influenced by 
the work of Walker Evans. It is a view born of the tradition of straight photography, 
which heralded the beginnings of Modernism. My thesis American Nocturne also 
explores the idea of Americanism by focusing on the vernacular—the commonplace and 
the familiar—whether it be architecture or other mass cultural forms.   
Joel Eisinger writes that straight photography in its emergence was a “response to 
urbanity.” 14 Despite appearances it is very much an ambivalent response. Eisinger writes 
that the straight photographers of modernist period placed a camera between themselves 
and the city—a threatening and confusing city, with its insanity and useless 
materialism.15 American Nocturne looks at the immediate America around me. The City 
of Louisville is a mixture of the urban and the rural, and in many ways an ideal for this 
photographic exploration. 
The synergy of my photography with the work of Walker Evans has numerous 
points of contact. Many of these connections extend beyond photographic style. Evans, 
                                                        
13 Crump, James. Walker Evans: Decade by Decade. (Berlin: Hatje Cantz. 2010) 8. 
 
Eisinger, Joel. Trace and Transformation: American Criticism of Photography in the Modernist 
Period. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1995) 50. 
 
15 ibid. 
 8 
for example, once stated: “That something that is American cannot be eradicated from 
any part of the country.”16  
Evans was arguing for the idea of America being found in any region or any local 
community—an idea that scholar Peter Galassi sees as having extended through the 
lineage of many photographers that followed, William Eggleston, for one example.17 
American Nocturne is based locally. It looks at the nearby and the everyday to find 
America.  
Another point of contact between me and Evans’s work is the fact that though 
Evans—according to James Crump, was critical of America, the modern age, and the 
dehumanization caused by capitalism, he was never interested in social commentary or 
had an activist or a radical outlook to his work or thinking.18 Eileen Fleurov writes that 
Evans, like his contemporary Edward Hopper, regarded America with a “critical but 
accepting eye.”19 My hope with American Nocturne is to retain this nature of criticism, 
but mixed with an acceptance and quiet regard. This is not a posture; it is how I feel 
about America. 
Perhaps the most critical point of contact between the work of Walker Evans and 
American Nocturne is a vernacular view of the vernacular culture. Clement Cheroux 
states that Evans’s endless preoccupation with subjects such as roadside architecture, 
                                                        
16 Trachtenberg, Reading American Photographs, 246. 
 
17 Galassi, Peter. Walker Evans and Company. (New York: MOMA Press, 2000) 30. 
 
18 Crump, Walker Evans: Decade by Decade, 9. 
 
Fleurov, Ellen. Walker Evans Simple Secrets: Photographs from the Collection of Marian and 
Benjamin A. Hill. (New York: Harry N Abrams Inc 1998) 26 
 
 9 
storefronts, and typographic signs, is a search for the core American vernacular culture.20 
And it is all done in an entirely vernacular style. In describing Evans’s photographic style 
I will turn to a direct quote from his last assistant Jerry Thompson:  
“No virtuosic composition—no dizzying perspective, no striking 
chiaroscuro, no tricks of sophisticated artistic practice—obtrude to claim the 
viewer’s attention. The unremarkable things themselves seem to be doing all the 
work. A collection of ordinary things seen in what seems to be an ordinary way 
claims and holds the thoughtful viewer’s attention.”21  
 
That description is a defining guide for the photographic spirit and style of 
American Nocturne.  
Edward Hopper: 
American Nocturne is primarily a three-way conversation between myself, 
Walker Evans, and Edward Hopper. Gail Levin writes that Hopper is one of the most 
influential American Realist painters of the 20th Century.22 (Figure 3). His is a work that 
is purely American in nature. The art critic Charles Burchfield said that nowhere but in 
America could such an art have been made.23  
                                                        
20 Cheroux, Walker Evans, 7 
 
21 Cheroux, Walker Evans, 16 
 
22 Gail, Levin. Edward Hopper: The Art and the Artist. (New York: W.W Norton & Co, 1980) 24 
 
23 Schmied, Wieland, Edward Hopper: Portraits of America. (New York: Prestel, 2011) 7 
 10 
 
Figure 3: Edward Hopper, Early Sunday Morning. Oil on Canvas. 1930. Whitney 
Museum of Art. 
 
Much like his contemporary Walker Evans, Hopper’s seminal work was colored 
by the Great Depression. Wielend Schmeid observes that Hopper’s America is forever 
the America of the Depression years. He never stopped painting it, right up to his death.24 
Hopper’s biographer Gail Levin writes that Hopper—much like Evans—had spent time 
in Paris and was deeply influenced by the French artistic traditions—traditions which, 
according to Levin, Hopper later abandoned for “a purely American art.”25 Levin states 
that Hopper had also observed the way Parisians lived and enjoyed life in the streets. He 
found this in contrast to his hometown New York City, where people— as he once wrote, 
were racing every moment for the almighty dollar. According to Levin, it was this 
contrast that allowed him to become aware of the particular flavor of alienation that is the 
hallmark of American life.26 Hopper’s paintings are permeated with the distinct urban 
                                                        
24 ibid, 11 
 
25 Levin. Hopper Artist, 4 
 
26 Schmied, Edward Hopper: Portraits of America, 38-39. 
 
 11 
loneliness of American life. My photography for American Nocturne attempts to capture 
a similar feeling.  
Hopper—yet again, in another key point of synchronicity with Evans, was an 
admirer of the work of the French photographer Eugene Atget, who spent his entire life in 
obscurity documenting vernacular views of Paris. Gail Levin writes that much like Atget, 
Hopper’s work conveys “a melancholy mood and a consistent feeling of solitude.”27 
Atget always photographed early in the mornings to avoid people and crowds in his 
photographs.28 (Figure 4) 
 
Figure 4: Eugène Atget. Rue de la Montagne-Sainte-Geneviève. Gelatin silver 
printing-out-paper print. June 1925. © Eugène Atget. The Museum of Modern Art, 
New York. Abbott-Levy Collection. Partial gift of Shirley C. Burden 
 
                                                        
27 Levin,Gail. Edward Hopper: An Intimate Biography. (Berkley: University of California Press, 1985) 
67. 
 
28 Worswick, Clark. Berenice Abbot & Eugene Atget. (New York: Arena Press, 2002) 32 
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Similarly, Levin observes that Hopper’s America seems to be “an eternal 
Sunday”. Streets are quiet. Stores are closed. No one is around.29 This is not unlike 
Walker Evans’s Depression work (1935-36) for the Farm Security Administration, which 
is mostly devoid of humans. It is a “geometry of emptiness” as Clark Worswick calls it, 
in his essay about the work of Eugene Atget.30 This “geometry of emptiness” is a 
constant theme in American Nocturne. Much of my thesis was photographed late at night 
or early mornings, generally to avoid the crowds and the rush of cars. That kind of 
activity masks the feeling that I was looking for with my photographs. 
Despite the fact that Hopper painted many views of New York City, there are no 
skyscrapers in Hopper’s paintings. Atget himself avoided all signs of modernity in his 
photographs. Of the thousands of photographs Atget took of Paris, only a handful show 
the Eiffel tower, and even then in a haze, far in the background of his compositions.31 
Both Hopper, and Atget (and of course Walker Evans) were not interested in the 
fancifulness of modern life. They were looking for the vernacular, the inherent spirit of 
any culture. 
Without question Edward Hopper was a painter of the American vernacular. 
Wielend Schmeid observes that he never painted affluent people or extreme situations. 
He never painted the poor or the homeless. His was a world of office workers and 
everyday white, middle-class working people in restaurants, movie theatres, trains, and 
                                                        
29 Schmied, Edward Hopper: Portraits of America, 54 
 
30 Worswick, Berenice Abbot & Eugene Atget, 32 
 
31 Worswick, Berenice Abbot & Eugene Atget, 36 
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hotels.32 Schmeid further observes that these are not people enjoying life like the 
Parisians that Hopper saw during his travels, but people that are “trapped in their solitude 
and keenly aware of it.”33 American Nocturne touches on this very particular flavor of 
American solitude, but without the people – though they are often implied. American 
motels, stores, gas stations, and homes have their own way of radiating this solitude. 
The title of my thesis American Nocturne is a nod to Hopper’s fascination with 
the American night. Vincent Van Gogh, once said that “…the night is much more alive 
and richly colored than the day.”34 Hopper’s own fascination with the colors of the night 
is a recurring feature in American Nocturne. My thesis in essence is a nocturnal 
photographic journey to find America. 
Charles Sheeler: 
Historian James Curtis writes that the 1913 Armory show of New York City—
also known officially as The International Exhibition of Modern Art, created a sensation 
on the American art scene. The European abstract paintings and avant-garde works at the 
show started new European-inspired trends within the American arts community. Curtis 
writes that some American artists rebelled against these European-abstraction trends. 
Curtis sees Precisionism and Charles Sheeler as products of this rebellion. According to 
Curtis, Precisionism retained the geometric design from Cubism but rejected the 
abstraction of European avant-garde.35 (Figure 5) 
                                                        
32 Schmied, Edward Hopper: Portraits of America, 54 
 
33 Ibid 
 
34 Van Heugten, Sjraar. Van Gogh and the Colors of the Night. (New York: MOMA Press, 2008) 9. 
 
35 Curtis, James. Mind’s Eye, Mind’s Truth: FSA Photography Reconsidered. (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 1989) 26. 
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Figure 5: Charles Sheeler, American Landscape. Oil on Canvas. 1930. © Museum of 
Modern Art, New York. Gift of Abby Aldrich Rockefeller 
 
Precisionism—a short-lived movement, is seen by scholar James Curtis to 
celebrate America’s stunning progress. Curtis writes that by 1920’s however, 
Precisionism had given way to the American Scene movement—a movement which 
incidentally encompasses the work of Edward Hopper.36  
It is noteworthy that art historians like James Curtis see the photography of 
Walker Evans as being related to these aforementioned artistic currents of 1920’s and 
1930’s. Curtis writes that like the Precisionists Evans “loved the camera’s ability to 
produce clean geometric lines and shades.”37 Evans’s work of 1935-36 also generally 
lacks humans in many of his street scenes, another hallmark of Precisionist works. 
                                                        
 
36 Ibid 
 
37 Ibid 
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Andrew Hemingway writes that Precisionism is often seen by some art historians 
as reflecting urban optimism. However, Hemingway postulates that the consistent lack of 
humans in these paintings, and the city environment seen without the city life, can only 
be read as an uneasiness with the human cost associated with such progress and 
development.38  
The work of Charles Sheeler has much to contribute to my thesis American 
Nocturne. Sheeler was also an accomplished and well-regarded photographer. His style 
was very much in the arena of straight photography. Mary Street Alinder writes that 
Edward Weston—who started out as a pictorialist photographer (Figure 6) revised his 
work entirely after seeing the photographs of Sheeler, and became one of the strongest 
proponents of straight photography.39 (Figure 7) 
 
Figure 6: Edward Weston, The White Iris. Platinum Print. 1921. Scala, 
Florence/Edward Weston © Center for Creative Photography, Arizona Board of 
Regents 
                                                        
38 Hemingway, Mysticism Machine, 1-2. 
 
39 Alinder, Mary Street. Seeing Straight: The F.64 Revolution in Photography. (Seattle: 
 University of Washington Press, 1992) 36. 
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Figure 7: Edward Weston, Pepper No. 30. Gelatin silver print. 1930. © Center for 
Creative Photography, Arizona Board of Regents. 
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AMERICAN NOCTURNE: A SHORT HISTORY 
The story of American Nocturne begins in a small, dusty village on the other side 
of the world. 
My father, Mohammed Saeed Aslam, was born in a small hamlet in the province 
of Punjab, in Pakistan. He grew up without plumbing or electricity. There were no paved 
roads. He had eight brothers and sisters but he was the only one with a love for education. 
His school was miles from the village. Every day he walked to school, which was far 
away enough that around two o’clock in the afternoon one of my grandfather's workers 
left the house with a kerosene lantern to meet my father on his way back, because it got 
dark by the time my father got halfway back to the village. Then they would walk back to 
the village using the lantern to light the path. It was a deserted place and known to be 
infested with scorpions and poisonous snakes. Somedays the worker ran late and my 
father related stories of him waiting on that dirt path in pitch darkness, hoping to see the 
tiny flickering light of the lantern coming his way. It's hard to believe, but this was his 
average day at school. 
My father started college in 1952 in the city of Lahore, a place called Forman 
Christian College, an independent liberal-arts college founded in 1864 by an American 
Presbyterian missionary Dr. Charles William Forman who was, from all the places in the 
world, Washington, Kentucky. Forman changed my father's life with an American-style 
education. One of the primary tenets of the Presbyterian belief system is that men and 
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women have a calling and that every human is gifted, and that education can help people 
discover that vocation and use it to better the world. For my father the American Dream 
was never ever about making money, owning a house and buying a car. (I did not even 
know that owning a home or a car was mythologized as part of the American Dream until 
I emigrated to the United States.) My father’s idea of American Dream was the idea of 
self-actualization; the realization of one's talents and potential, a basic need present in 
every human. It is important to highlight why my father may have been so taken with 
America. When he started college in 1952 (Figure 8), Pakistan was only 5 years old. My 
father had just lived through the horrors of the 1947 partition of the Indian subcontinent 
into India, West Pakistan, and East Pakistan—a violent and blood-soaked division 
overseen by the British, who had only reluctantly given up their colony. America had 
served as an example to many British colonies to fight for their freedom. The ideas 
behind the foundation of America must have been an inspiration to anyone just breaking 
free of the British. 
 
Figure 8: M.S. Aslam. College ID photo, 1952. Forman Christian College, Lahore, 
Pakistan. Personal collection. © 2020 Zed Saeed 
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As a child I started to notice a camera in my father’s hand. Most of my childhood 
I did not see anyone else with a camera. What was even more unusual was it was a Leica 
M-3. This was later to be my first camera. My father took family photos. But there was 
art to them. Art not in the sense of fanciful compositions or odd angles, but in their 
simplicity. Looking back at them, they were vernacular family photographs. 
My early education in photography consisted of lessons from my father on the 
basics of focusing, exposure, and camera use. At that age the Leica was still too heavy for 
me to be able to hold and use. My visual education came from my father’s vast collection 
of photo magazines, mainly Life. It was not a bad start for a child growing up in Pakistan 
in the early 1960s.  
§ 
I followed my father’s footsteps. His love for reading and learning. His passion 
for photography and film. His view of America. These elements have colored my life. 
My own American odyssey began with me emigrating to the United States in 1983. I 
attended a small liberal-arts college in New England. I studied photography with Jerome 
Liebling and graduated in film studies. Film and photography were destined to be the 
purpose of my life. American Nocturne is a manifestation of my best attempt so far to 
search for America in the here and now. 
Inception of American Nocturne: 
The geography of American Nocturne is the United States. That does mean I 
travelled all around the country to make these photographs. What that does mean is that 
America can be found in any community and locality anywhere in the country. This is an 
important and foundational concept for American Nocturne. In my case I focused 
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generally in the local areas, around Louisville, Kentucky, with the exception of a few 
trips made to neighboring states. Of course, anyone will be able to spot that a photograph 
has a Southern feel or another has a New England look, which is fine.  
No locations or captions will accompany the showing of my final prints. This is 
not to deceive, or murky up the geography, but focus the viewer’s eye on the photograph 
as its own experience and not one that is tied to captions and geographical details. One of 
my central goals with American Nocturne is to revisit the now-meaningless idea of “fine 
art photography” an idea which treats each photograph as a standalone work of art in 
itself—not a part of a narrative or a larger whole making a statement. Each photograph, 
regardless of geographical information, is meant to be appreciated on its own. Many will 
see connections and threads between the photographs, which is to be expected; it is a 
project born of a singular vision, within a particular slice of time in history, and 
circumscribed by a few specific localities within a larger common geography.  
Much of the geographical concepts of American Nocturne related directly to the 
work of Edward Hopper and Walker Evans. Hopper’s paintings rarely referred to a 
geographic location, though they were entirely American in their outlook and subject 
matter. Evans was loath to include captions. (Most of the captions we associate with 
Evans’s work were created by the staff of the Farm Security Administration.) My own 
search for subjects for American Nocturne was focused on night in localities and how it 
seems to be infused with that particular American urban loneliness and isolation that 
Edward Hopper captured in his paintings.  
Many of Hopper’s paintings center around particular American icons; gas 
stations, hotels, storefronts, offices etc. My own scouting for subject matter looked for 
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these iconic American places. When searching for motels for example, I searched for 
locations that simply advertised as “Motel” without so much as a brand name on the sign 
(Figure 9). To me this further added to the sense of anonymity and faceless isolation in 
American life that was captured by Edward Hopper and is often referenced in the 
photographs of Walker Evans. 
 
Figure 9: Zed Saeed. Untitled. American Nocturne Series. Kodak Portra 160 film.  
© 2020 Zed Saeed 
 
 A key element of American Nocturne is the view of America that I feel I share 
with Walker Evans and Edward Hopper. Both Evans and Hopper were critical of 
America in their work. But they also celebrated its beauty. It was not the type of beauty 
one sees in the Grand Canyon or Niagara Falls. For both of these modernists the beauty 
of America lay in the human-made world. American Nocturne presents a similar balance. 
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I photographed the beauty of the made environment in America. However, I believe that 
my work is critical of America—in the same subtle, but deep manner of Evans and 
Hopper. Subtle does not mean not powerful. It just means not obvious. 
Inspiration for shooting: 
For the day to day inspiration for work on American Nocturne I did not look as 
much to photography as I looked to paintings. I am a longtime fan of Richard Estes and 
his photorealist work. I often carried one of his books around during scouting for 
locations. 
Estes (Figure 10) is a noted and “intense observer of the built environment” a 
description that I find fascinating as that is my way of looking at the world around me. I 
have forever been fascinated with photorealist painters and their working process. (The 
irony is, of course, that photorealist painters relied heavily on photographs to paint their 
works.) I created a small course of study for myself by revisiting works of Estes and 
reading up on his working methods. Estes’s goal was hyper-realism and he achieved it by 
taking numerous photographs of the same scene. Estes would take wide shots for the 
vista, close-ups for details, and more for capturing the details of reflections and other 
hard to paint phenomena.  
Estes stitched together his various photographs to recreate what he saw in a 
hyper-real manner, something not that far off from the process and goals of American 
Nocturne. 
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Figure 10: Richard Estes, Jone's Diner. Oil on canvas. 1979. Private Collection. 
Courtesy of Marlborough Gallery/Smithsonian American Art Museum. 
 
Studying Estes’s paintings made me curious about the nature of partial reflections 
of glass windows. What was the physics behind a storefront glass window, where one 
sees both the outside of the street and the inside of the store?  
After much searching, I found the answer in Richard Feynman’s lecture on 
Quantum Electrodynamics (QED), a work for which he shared a Nobel Prize. QED is a 
fully tested and reliable theory which accurately predicts the interaction of light and 
matter—essentially what is going on when light falls on that glass storefront window 
(Figure 11). 
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Figure 11: Richard Estes, Double Self-Portrait. Oil on canvas. 1976. The Museum of 
Modern Art, New York. Mr. and Mrs. Stuart M. Speiser Fund, 1976. Photo Credit: 
Thomas Griesel/Courtesy of Marlborough Gallery/Museum of Modern 
Art/Smithsonian American Art Museum 
 
 Similar to Estes’s fascination with glass reflections, my own preoccupation grew 
with light reflections in pools of water or wet surfaces at night after a rainstorm. I had 
never before seen a photograph where these reflections had been in perfect focus. I 
became taken with the idea of creating a photograph which had a slick, rainy surface as a 
foreground in focus, reflecting the colors and the lights (Figure 12). 
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Figure 12:  Zed Saeed. Scouting iPhone photo for American Nocturne. New Albany, 
Indiana. © 2020 Zed Saeed 
 
It turned out that Feynman’s QED—which explains Estes’s glass reflections, also 
explains the phenomena of lights reflected on wet surfaces. 
Estes’s hyperrealism is not “real.” It can be a street one knows but it is nothing 
like what it seems in his paintings. Estes is not trying to fool anyone or recreate reality. 
His work is meant as an enhancement of what is seen, to beyond what can be real. My 
photographs with American Nocturne attempt something similar. I am in no way trying to 
present reality or compete with other ways of capturing it. I am not feigning objectivity or 
any archival views. My goal, pure and simple is to enhance and intensify, to recreate 
what I see in my head. I am trying to capture on the street what I see in my mind’s eye 
when I look at the built environment. The massive effort in that direction entails careful 
scouting, studying the light at different hours, film and exposure tests, and includes the 
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process of focus stacking. A good example of what is seen ordinarily and how much I can 
intensify it by my methodology can be seen in the example below (Figure 13). Estes 
speaks of a “click” he hears in his head when he accomplishes what he is after. I feel the 
same deeply satisfying click when the final photo emerges after weeks of, scouting, 
shooting, and post production, and it looks just like I had imagined it to be (Figure 14). 
 
Figure 13: Zed Saeed Scouting iPhone photo for American Nocturne. © 2020 Zed 
Saeed 
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Figure 14: Zed Saeed. Untitled. American Nocturne Series. Kodak Portra 160 film.  
© 2020 Zed Saeed. 
 
My undergraduate was in film studies and I worked in the film and TV industry 
both in New York and then in Los Angeles for many years. Hollywood movies have been 
a major inspiration for me in looking at an urban scene (Figure 15). 
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Figure 15: Michael Mann. Frame capture from the movie Thief 1981. Jerry 
Bruckheimer/Ronnie Caan © United Artists, Burbank California. 
 
My inspiration from movies has its own special focus. I’ve not looked to movies 
with beautifully lit movie sets. Instead, my work is inspired by filmmakers who are 
passionate about locations and see the beauty of the built world. One of my favorite 
directors, Michael Mann, is well known for his complete avoidance of constructed sets. 
He prefers to light and shoot on location. His 1995 film, Heat, still holds the record for a 
major motion picture with the most locations used—177 practical locations in all. Mann’s 
films are a paean to the beauty of night in urban America (Figure 16). 
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Figure 16: Michael Mann. Frame capture from the movie Heat 1995. Regency 
Enterprises/Forward Pass © Warner Brothers Studios, Burbank California. 
 
The Making of American Nocturne: 
My overall plan in graduate school was to work my way up to color photography 
with the 8x10 view camera. As a postbac student at Hite, I had handled an 8x10 and 
worked in black and white film but in my first year of graduate school I focused on black 
and white work with a 4x5 camera. The next year I worked with a 4x5 camera but with 
color film. That same year I started to work with an 8x10 black and white again, and for 
the last year I solely concentrated in 8x10 work in color negative film. Each phase of my 
work with large-format film allowed me to get better at the mechanics of it, but also 
made me appreciate the scope of what I was working with. The 8x10 format is a 
rewarding format. The photographs, if handled correctly, can achieve a look that is 
unsurpassed by any other format—film or digital. However, the hurdles are many and it 
is easy to get discouraged. The only way to move is where one step forward is followed 
by two steps backwards. I had to develop a high tolerance for failure. After a few years of 
exploring and testing with 8x10 I finally settled on Kodak’s Portra film as my primary 
medium. 
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Scouting for American Nocturne: 
A significant portion of the work for American Nocturne consisted of careful 
scouting. Large format does not lend itself to spontaneous photography. The purpose, 
technique and the intended results for American Nocturne made it even more necessary 
that scouting, and especially documentation of the results, become a critical part of the 
process (Figure 17). 
A large aspect of the scouting, besides focusing on locations that lent themselves 
ideally to the process, consisted to revisiting the places. I knew most of these places 
intimately even before the start of American Nocturne. I started scouting by re-tracing my 
daily routes around the city (Figure 18).  
 
Figure 17: Zed Saeed, portion of a map from scouting journal American Nocturne. © 
2020 Zed Saeed 
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Figure 18: Zed Saeed, street map from scouting journal. Areas of interest 
highlighted by me. American Nocturne.  © 2020 Rand McNally, Chicago, Illinois. 
 
I often drew detailed maps of the scouts and noted locations that may suit my 
needs. As much as possible I tried not using any GPS or phone-based software to 
discover locations. A major goal of the scouting was for me to discover new areas that I 
planned to shoot in, and getting around was important to me without the aid of devices. I 
often either drew maps or found street maps and highlighted them in red to indicate the 
streets I found fascinating.  
I’ve learned from past experience that scouting can serve multiple needs. Only 
one of its purpose is to find the ideal locations. Another reason is to get to know the 
neighborhood and the people who live there. With the large-format there is no guerilla-
style photography. One needs to stay in one place for long periods of time. Being familiar 
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with the neighborhood and getting to know the people who live there is important if I 
plan to bring my 8x10 rig to the neighborhood and spend a few hours on a sidewalk 
setting up and waiting for the right light to take a photograph.  
Yet another reason for scouting is pure safety. My research had shown that many 
of the areas I was scouting had a high crime rate and were quite risky to be visiting late at 
night with an 8x10 camera set up. I had contacted various Commanders in the Louisville 
Metro Police Department (LMPD) and advised them of me working late at night in 
various neighborhoods. These Commanders had been kind enough to notify over 200 of 
their patrol officers about me and my project in the area. On more than one occasion I 
met patrol officers during my shooting who knew about me through these advisory 
emails. 
Safety was no small concern during American Nocturne. Shooting through the 
night on the street in places both urban and rural presents numerous challenges. I never 
worked in the streets at night without wearing a bright neon-yellow reflective safety 
vest—the kind worn by road workers, and I was never without my college ID around my 
neck. I also used a large orange traffic-safety cone to generally draw attention to my 
parked car and my camera set up, despite the fact that I never placed myself or the 
camera rig on the street asphalt and always worked from the sidewalk and other safe 
spots. 
§ 
 
The goal with the scouting was to find the new within the utterly familiar—some 
so familiar that these places had become invisible to me. An early observation was that I 
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found myself revisiting these locations repeatedly. Each location, when observed closely, 
revealed more and more hidden aspects of the place. Revisiting at different times—
twilight, late night, morning, had its own rewards. Other times the reason for revisiting 
was simply to redo a shot that had turned out badly, but even that created a new 
appreciation of the place. 
As the title of this project suggests, the goal was to take all photographs at night. 
However, shooting in the dark of night often creates large areas of jet-black skies in the 
photograph, not entirely a desirable look for me. Almost without exception I aimed for 
the twilight hours to create the final photograph of the focus stack. Again, this is a 
throwback to Hopper, as many of his paintings were set around the twilight hours 
(Figure 19). 
 
Figure 19: Edward Hopper. Dawn in Pennsylvania. Oil on canvas. 1942.  Terra 
Foundation for American Art, Daniel J. Terra Collection. Image © Heirs of 
Josephine Hopper/ Licensed by VAGA at Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York., 
1999.77 
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My goal was to capture the deep blue look in the sky, which is far more appealing 
than a gaping black hole. The twilight hours themselves—the change between night and 
day and vice versa, have also long been the focus of art works and mythology. Even van 
Gogh’s famous Starry Night (1889) is said to represent the twilight hour with its deep 
blue sky. Twilight is seen as a time of transition and change, provoking discomfort and 
unease. Civilizations such as the Incas and Egyptians have Gods and legends associated 
with this period of change and quiet.  
To create a series of photos for a final focus stack that reflected this twilight it 
was critical to understand and shoot around the daily sun-cycle and all of its subtleties. 
The key moments in the twilight period can often last as little as 20 minutes, a challenge 
for any kind of large-format photography, with or without the additional challenge of 
focus-stacking (More later on this). 
A key component for my scouting and shooting was tracking the sunrise or sunset 
and keeping up with the astronomical twilights and the changeover to dawn or night. I 
relied entirely on the iPhone application “Sol” to track these critical phases. The image 
below (Figure 20) shows a sunrise on the morning of February 4th, 2020 and its attendant 
twilight periods, as shown in the Sol app. This iPhone app determined everything from 
my wake-up time in the morning to the start and the end phase of the shooting. For 
example, I learned to set up my camera and focus points in the dark and shoot the entire 
stack during the short “Astronomical Dawn” phase of the morning, as seen in the Sol app.  
Even though this sun cycle occurs twice a day (in reverse at sunset) American 
Nocturne was shot almost entirely around sunrise. It was a simple observation that more 
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vehicle and people were around at these locations at sunset than at sunrise. And I was 
especially focusing on streets and places devoid of people or cars.  
 
Figure 20: Zed Saeed. Screen shot of the iPhone app Sol used to track the sun cycle. 
© 2020 Alec Vance, Josh Warren, John Barousse.  Juggleware LLC. Mountain 
View, California. 
 
However, in some cases, the final photographs were created during the dark hours 
of the night. This choice had to do with the intended look of the final photograph; in 
some cases the dark skies seemed desirable. For at least one photograph the process of 
focus-stacking with multiple plates was begun in the darkness and ended during the early 
light of dawn. The final photo has an almost Escher-like (Figure 21) quality of the 
transition between night and day (Figure 22). The storefront itself reflects the dark of the 
night with its brightly-lit windows, whereas the driveway has the blue light of the blue 
hour—the short period between the dawn and sunrise, and the barbershop in the far 
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background shows the colors and light of early dawn, as it filters down from an overcast 
sky. 
 
Figure 21: Maurits Cornelis Escher Day and Night, 1938 woodcut. © Collection 
Gemeentemuseum Den Haag/the MC Escher Company. 
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Figure 22: Zed Saeed. Untitled. American Nocturne Series. Kodak Portra 160 film.  
© 2020 Zed Saeed 
 
Developing the technique: Method to the Madness. 
The technique for American Nocturne was borne out of my deep dissatisfaction 
with one single aspect of the large format medium; its shallow depth of field. 
The principles of photography are bound inexorably to the laws of lens optics. 
These laws determine and place limits on what can be achieved in a photograph. The 
laws of optical physics dictate that whenever a lens is focused on an item, or a plane as it 
is called, a certain amount of distance in front and behind this plane will be in focus or 
acceptably sharp. This of course is the depth of field (DOF). The law even says that this 
measurable area of sharp focus, or the resulting DOF, will be 1/3 in front and 2/3 in the 
back of the focus plane. Everything else, in front or behind, will be slightly softer than the 
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plane of focus. This is an inherent and inviolable law of physics as far as a camera lens is 
concerned. (As an aside, during my work I noticed that even this law is shaky; even the 
items within that 1/3 and 2/3 fields are often softer than the specific plane of focus.) 
The way a lens softens items behind the plane of focus is known as “bokeh” and 
is generally a sought-after effect by photographers. However, I have never been pleased 
with bokeh as I feel it violates the look of human vision. If I look at a car at some 
distance with my eyes, the tree behind the car is never out of focus. Again, this limitation 
within photography is imposed by the physics of lens optics. It cannot be overcome.  
There are a few ways to mitigate the bokeh; for example, wide-angle lenses have 
a deeper DOF and a lesser bokeh. Or one could attempt longer exposures at extreme f-
stops, like f/64. But the success of virtually any method used to eliminate bokeh 
altogether and achieve a look of an infinite DOF has limitations and the results are deeply 
unsatisfying to me. I know. I tried them all. 
To make matters worse the DOF gets shallower as one goes up in the size of the 
film formats. Thus, all other things being equal, the 35 mm format has much more DOF 
than say 6x6, which has more DOF than a 4x5. By this rule of optics the 8x10 has the 
least DOF, a major hurdle for a large-format photographer like myself who wishes to 
recreate a look of a deep, or ideally, an infinite DOF. 
For American Nocturne I spent an enormous amount of time doing tests and 
research to try and recreate a look of an infinite DOF. The final solution, which American 
Nocturne utilizes at times, is a combination of the use of hyperfocal distance charts and 
the technique of focus stacking, both detailed below. 
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• Hyperfocal Distance Charts: These charts created by lens makers quantify the 
precise measurements of the 1/3 in front and 2/3 in the back rule of DOF (Figure 23). 
The hyperfocal distance charts are designed for each format of film and they use the 
information of the focal length of the lens and the f-stop to give off precise measurements 
as to how much of the front and back will be in focus given how far the plane of focus is 
set. These charts are critical when utilizing the technique of focus stacking, which is 
explained below. As an aside I will mention that during my careful tests I found that the 
Hyperfocal Distance Charts were not entirely accurate. Numerous tests, research and 
calls and interviews with other large-format photographers have failed to resolve why my 
observations differ—albeit slightly, than these scientific charts. I hope to work on this 
issue after graduate school. 
 
Figure 23: Zed Saeed. Scan of field journal showing the primary Hyperfocal Distance 
chart used. © 2020 Schneider Kreuznach Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany 
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During tests of the Hyperfocal Distance charts (Figure 24) I also came across the 
issue of knowing the precise distance to my focus points. For example, if when shooting 
the foreground plate for my focus stack I focused on the edge of the sidewalk across the 
street, it was critical to know the distance to the sidewalk in order to make proper use of 
the Hyperfocal Distance chart. It was not practical to use a measuring tape across a street 
with passing traffic. A Bosch Laser Distance Measuring Device (Figure 25) was utilized, 
with small targets placed at focus points to do the measurements. As one can see from the 
Hyperfocal Distance Charts, the Depth of Field issue is much more critical at closer 
distances. For this the laser measuring device proved critical as it could measure 
accurately (within 1/16”) for up to 65 feet. Beyond 65 feet at f-stops such as f/22 and up 
the Depth of Field for a far background plate is not as critical as it is for the foreground 
ones. It goes without saying that the final results of calculations with the measurements 
and charts often required readjustment of composition and relocating the camera to get 
proper results. 
 
 
Figure 24:  Zed Saeed. Scan of field journal shows early test for Hyperfocal Distance 
chart. 2020 © 2020 Zed Saeed 
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Figure 25:  Zed Saeed. A laser distance measuring device was used to set focus and 
utilize the Hyperfocal Distance charts. Image © Robert Bosch GmbH. Gerlingen, 
Germany. 
 
As an aside it is important to give just one example of the endless unanticipated 
intangibles that arose during American Nocturne; focusing the large-format camera at 
night is a huge challenge due to the dimness of the ground glass. Even a Fresnel back 
plate used to brighten the screen was not good enough. At first glance one might think 
that bright street or store lights in the scene would be ideal points to focus on, but they 
only appear as bright blobs and one cannot be assured of a proper focus. 
After much testing a solution was found in the form of a 9-LED flashlight (Figure 
26). When placed at the focus location the 9-LEDs were ideal as focus points. Any other 
ordinary flashlight would only appear as a blob on the ground glass. But the 9-LEDs were 
clear and stood out as 9 individual bulbs when proper focus was achieved. 
 
Figure 26:  Zed Saeed. A 9-LED flashlight was used as a focus point at night. © 2020 
Amazon/BYB Light.  Chizhou, China 
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•  Focus Stacking: The only way to satisfyingly create a sense of an infinite DOF 
in photography is through focus stacking. This is an involved and time-consuming 
process, but when done correctly it creates a photograph with an almost hyper-real DOF.  
Focus stacking involves exposing numerous sheets of film for a single 
photograph. Each exposure is set to a different plane of focus along the depth-axis of the 
scene of which the photograph is being made. Later in post-production the multiple plates 
are combined via software such as Photoshop to create a single final photo, which 
appears to have an infinite DOF without any bokeh. 
Focus stacking is a difficult technique, especially when attempted with an 8x10 
camera. But the results are quite rewarding—when it works.  
A deep DOF was a valued look in the tradition of straight photography. As an 
homage to Modernists and straight photographers, who in their time had no way to use 
the technique of focus stacking, American Nocturne attempts to take the concept of a 
deep DOF to an almost infinite level. When it works, of course. Image below shows an 
early failure. (Figure 27) 
Due to the fact that each focus-stack photograph requires multiple sheets to be 
exposed, the amount of film used in this process is quite significant. Of course, 8x10 
color negative film is prohibitive in cost. This burden was much eased by a generous 
donation by Kodak of 100 sheets of 8x10 Portra 400 film, allowing a much wider latitude 
for developing the process and creating the final shots. Without Kodak’s help, this project 
would not have been possible. 
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Figure 27: Zed Saeed. Scan of field journal shows an early failure in the process of 
managing Hyperfocal Distance Charts and Focus Stacking. 2020. © 2020 Zed Saeed 
 
Field Notes for American Nocturne: 
During my shooting it was key to keep careful notes. The details of just one focus 
stack can be seen in image below (Figure 28). The page on the right was recorded in the 
field. The page on the left was created after the negative was processed. The image on the 
left was a rough “scan” created by photographing the negative on a light table with an 
iPhone and inverting it. This pattern of recording the field notes on the right side and 
filling it in with the final image on the left was critical to understanding what the final 
results of my technique were. Each two-page entry like this one added to my own 
understanding of how the film responded to my adjustments and calculations.  
The journal page on the right shows that this focus-stack was created on Sunday, 
Jan 19, 2020 at 6:30 am. The temperature that morning was 25 degrees Fahrenheit with 
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light flurries. The measured exposure was f/22 at 15 secs on a Portra 160. According to 
the reciprocity-failure chart the actual settings should be f/22 at 33 secs, which is what 
the four shots of this stack were exposed at. As a side note, the bottom half of the right 
page indicates a planned stack, titled “McDonald’s sign.” This stack was prepared and set 
up but not executed. A very bright security light came on just as I was getting ready to 
take the shots. I returned another day to get the stack. 
The official sunrise (or sunset, if shot in the evening) time is always noted (seen 
on top right of the page on the right) to denote how many minutes before twilight the 
shots were done, in order to predict if the sky were to have a deep blue cast or a dark 
look. This particular stack was done to get the dark night look. See final results in the 
figure below (Figure 29). This image was not selected for the presentation. Another stack 
done a few minutes later was intended to get the deep-blue, twilight look (See previous 
Figure 9). 
 
Figure 28:  Zed Saeed, scan of two pages of field notes American Nocturne. © 2020 
Zed Saeed 
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Figure 29: Zed Saeed. Untitled. American Nocturne Series. Kodak Portra 160 film.  
© 2020 Zed Saeed 
 
 
 
Reading the Light: 
The eventual methodology was derived entirely from a long series of failures. 
Take the issue of metering for example. Having already developed a good technique of 
using a spot meter with my large-format work for graduate school, I instinctively took 
this method into American Nocturne. However, the first results were disappointing. My 
spot-meter technique was developed and used entirely for daylight photography. My 
spot-metering technique failed spectacularly when it came to night photography (Figure 
30).  
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Figure 30: Zed Saeed. Scans of field journal. Left image shows failed attempt at 
spot-metering for night photography. Image at right shows a log of improvement 
and a successful test. © 2020 Zed Saeed 
 
I decided to go back to the drawing board. With the knowledge that the chemistry 
and materials for various formats within a particular line of film stock are the same, i.e. 
the response curves for Portra 400 will be the same whether used as a 120 roll or a 4x5, I 
decided to buy a few boxes of Portra film in medium format 120 rolls and went on a 
series of night-time metering and exposure tests. I used my trustworthy Sekonic L-608 
light meter for all the tests (Figure 31). The results were startling to say the least. 
The first lesson I learned was that spot-metering was useless for night 
photography. Of course, in hindsight this seems rather obvious. Incident light 
measurements, such as the ones taken with the lumisphere were of limited benefit as they 
tended to pick up far too much light due their area of coverage in almost three 
dimensions. Of course, to begin with, incident light readings, which measure the amount 
of light falling on the subject are useless for night photography. Even with the lumisphere 
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retracted to access the “flat incident diffuser” mode the receiving angle of the meter was 
far too wide and not of benefit. (Flat incident diffuser mode is best suited for flat-art 
photography.) 
What is needed for night photography is a way of measuring the reflected light 
from a scene, but with a receiving angle not as narrow as the 1-4° of the spot meter but 
also not as wide as the lumispshere (Figure 32). 
The answer, after much time and money burned in testing, turned out to be the 
lumigrid accessory for the Sekonic L-608 (Figure 33). The lumigrid measures the 
reflected light from a subject or an area, but with a receiving angle of 54°. This is ideal 
for measuring subjects that generate light or reflective surfaces. Essentially the lumigrid 
turns the L-608 into a spot meter with a larger receiving angle than the 1-4 ° of the built-
in spot meter. 
 
Figure 31:  Zed Saeed, Sekonic L-608 used during tests and shooting of American 
Nocturne. © 2020 Sekonic Inc. Tokyo, Japan 
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Figure 32:  Zed Saeed, standard lumisphere for Sekonic L-608. American Nocturne. 
© 2020 Sekonic Inc. Tokyo, Japan 
 
 
Figure 33:  Zed Saeed, lumigrid for the Sekonic L-608. American Nocturne. © 2020 
Sekonic Inc. Tokyo, Japan 
 
 No one in the United States seemed to sell this accessory. I had no luck on 
eBay. Finally after much searching I located a small company in the United Kingdom 
that sold the proper lumigrid for the Sekonic L-608. It is easy to forget how light meters 
like the Sekonic L-608 have lost their value in the era of digital photography. Of course, 
use of the reciprocity-failure charts was mandatory, as all long-exposure photography 
requires it, especially in color (Figure 34). The metering and exposure tests with the 
Portra medium format film finally started to bear fruit with the use of lumigrid (Figure 
35).  
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Figure 34:  Zed Saeed. Scan of field journal shows reciprocity chart used for Kodak 
Portra film. © 2014 Erik Reinhold. (Filmwasters.com) 
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Figure 35:  Zed Saeed, a successful medium-format metering test. Kodak Portra 400 
film. © 2020 Zed Saeed 
 
 Another key lesson during the tests was the discovery of the incredible 
latitude of the Kodak Portra film stock. Beyond being a stock of almost unbelievable 
detail, color rendition and low grain, the Portra series displayed a stunning tolerance of 
overexposure. In tests where I overexposed by 1, 2, 3, 4, up to 5, and sometimes even 6 
stops, the Portra film held its own and created extraordinary photographs. Of course, like 
all color film in general it had a low tolerance of underexposure.  
Summary: 
Audience viewing any work should not react by immediately stating the 
influences of the artist. If that happens, it means the work is derivative. It is a given tha 
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no man or woman is an island. Each artist is deeply influenced in their lifetimes by 
various sources of art and culture. Me and my work is no exception. However, over the 
years, and certainly over the course of my three years in art school, I have focused 
intensely on revisiting these influences and learning to look at them in a far more 
educated and sophisticated manner. I have tried to understand what about my influences 
is important to me and why. The question that I have tried to answer through my thesis is 
if I could develop my own unique vision by utilizing everything I have learned about my 
influences. My methodology, as complex and laborious as it may seem, ultimately is 
nothing but an all-out effort to recreate this new vision, and it is entirely subservient to 
what it is that I am trying to observe and say about the world around me.  
I fully realize that as a photographer choosing to work in this way I will always 
face a shortcoming; few people will know or appreciate the tremendous effort that lies 
behind each of these photographs. I am fine with that. In my mind people should not 
admire a photograph of mine based on the hours of labor it took to make it. They should 
admire each photograph of mine for the voice and depth it carries on its own. Sure, some 
will miss it. But that does not take away anything from my work or demean the 
photograph in any way. My work, like the work of any artist, will just have to wait for its 
moment, which may or may not come. Just like it may or may not arrive for any other 
artist.  
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SECTION III 
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INTRODUCTION 
American Nocturne is a culmination of a series of logical links that I came across 
during my education as an MFA Studio candidate. Hence the thesis is organized in the 
order of those discoveries for me. 
This section starts out with a short foray into the history of photography. The first 
aesthetic movement in photography that was written about, and discussed in its own time, 
was pictorialism. I discuss pictorialism and how it led to the emergence of straight 
photography, which happens to be the main area of my thesis. The values that led to 
pictorialism and the ones that led from there to straight photography are of key concern to 
my thesis, for they illuminate certain central, inherent and persistent aesthetic challenges 
within the photographic medium.  
For me as a photographer, the discovery of the tradition of straight photography 
was an important one. It helped me understand a few key concerns that live within 
photography today, and my guess is these issues will be with photography forever. I 
delve into these topics in the section on straight photography. 
The era of straight photography fell within the large discourse of modernism, 
which is the focus of the section that follows. The values and traditions of modernism 
have been much maligned, and thoroughly discarded during the postmodern era. In my 
opinion the wholesale disregard of modernism in our postmodern age is akin to throwing 
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out the baby with the bathwater. I will discuss both the pros and cons of modernism, as 
well as attempt some rehabilitation of it in our postmodernist time. 
The next—and largest section, of this thesis is devoted to the works of Walker 
Evans. This section will discuss his development and influences, and focus on a very 
specific period of his career, namely the years 1935-36, during which Evans made work 
for the Farm Security Administration. I will argue that despite the common perception 
and appreciation of Evans’s work as purely documentary in nature, Evans himself always 
attempted to create “fine art” photography—a term that has completely lost its meaning 
in our postmodern times, but it was a new and lofty idea at the time. Few photographers 
up to that moment had concerned themselves so single-mindedly with establishing 
photography as an independent art all on its own merit—like painting, but not in relation 
to it. For some this distinction between documentary and fine art may be a minor quibble, 
but for me this is an important issue. I believe that Walker Evans’s work is often 
misperceived, primarily because of the aforementioned issues with straight photography. 
I will discuss and examine some of these topics towards the later part of the section on 
Walker Evans. 
The story of Evans’s aesthetic development and his photographic practices is a 
central inspiration for American Nocturne. There are also many parallels in this section 
for my own development as a photographer and my hope is to create a dialogue between 
the works of Walker Evans and American Nocturne by highlighting numerous points of 
convergence as well as divergence. 
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BACKGROUND 
Pictorialism: 
A detailed discussion of the various narratives of the invention of photography is 
outside the scope of this thesis. Historically, credit is given primarily to Nicéphore 
Niépce, who in 1824 invented the earliest process—which he called heliography, and 
associated his research with Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre around 1829. Niépce died in 
1833 and Daguerre in 1838 created the first viable photographic process called 
daguerreotype. 
It is worth highlighting for the sake of this thesis that the daguerreotype image is 
an intensely detailed one. The scholar Joel Eisinger writes that at the time of the 
popularity of daguerreotypes, academic art theory saw too much detail as “destructive of 
a painting’s effect, coherence, and atmosphere.” Eisinger further states that as 
photographers of the time considered the artistic potential of photography, they began to 
see a conflict between the incredible capacity for detail in a daguerreotype, versus the 
tonality and softness needed to create the effect of “art” as defined by the concurrent 
academic art theory.40  
According to Eisinger, Calotype, on the other hand—another process which was 
invented at the same time as the daguerreotype, created a soft image made from a paper 
negative, the texture of which obscured detail, and displayed a richer tonality. For this 
                                                        
40 Eisinger, Trace Transformation, 18 
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reason, Eisinger writes, calotypes became the focus of the development of the first art 
theory of photography, which we know as Pictorialism.41 It is worth mentioning that the 
invention of camera had brought photography to the masses and photographers who 
considered themselves artists wanted to distinguish themselves from the crowd of 
amateurs.42  
Ultimately, a New Yorker named Alfred Stieglitz emerged as the keeper of the 
Pictorialist flame—although later he was to become a seminal influence on the 
emergence of straight photography. Eisinger writes that Stieglitz was deeply affected by 
his time in Europe, where he was involved in artistic photography in 1880’s The British 
had particularly taken to pictorialism. Eisinger states that once back in the United States, 
Stieglitz bemoaned the state of American photography, which he found lacking in 
“tone”—something he admired about the British pictorialists of the time.43  
From 1903-1917 Stieglitz—along with his acolyte Edward Steichen, produced 
fifty issues of Camera Work, an elegantly designed magazine full of delicate and hand-
done gravure reproductions and a stylish and classic cover and typography.44 (Figure 36) 
(Figure 37)  
                                                        
41 Ibid. 
 
42 Elizabeth Reilly, notes on thesis draft. 
43 Eisinger, Trace Transformation, 25-26. 
 
44 Alinder, F.64 Revolution, 18-19. 
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Figure 36:  Cover of Camera Work, No 2, April 1903. Alfred Stieglitz, publisher; 
Edward Steichen, designer. Alfred Stieglitz Collection. Public Domain Image. 
 
 
Figure 37: "Self-portrait", by Edward Steichen. Camera Work, No 2 1903. Alfred 
Stieglitz Collection. Public Domain Image. 
 
Eisinger writes that Steiglitz saw the basic photographic process as an effortless 
mechanical operation—something Steiglitz referred to as the “fatal facility” of 
photography, and argued for the pictorialist tonality as a measure of artistic merit.45  
                                                        
45 Eisinger, Trace Transformation, 26. 
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Steiglitz is a key figure in the history of American photography, and he dominated 
the scene for years with his sheer force of personality. Not everyone was fond of him and 
the work he promoted as art photography. Walker Evans, and Berenice Abbott—both of 
whom were to emerge as the two great Modernist straight photographers of their time, 
took an immediate dislike to Stieglitz at their first meetings with him. Stieglitz was 
dismissive of their work,46 and they brushed him off as a stodgy man with old-fashioned 
ideas.47  
The Japanese-American critic Sadakichi Hartmann, writing in the March 1904 
issue of American Amateur Photographer magazine, penned an essay entitled “A Plea for 
Straight Photography.” Hartmann criticized the “awkward and amateurish” ways the 
pictorialists were trying to equate their photographs with “high art”.  
Hartmann asked: 
“We expect an etching to look like an etching, and a lithograph to look like a 
lithograph, why then should a photographic print not look like a photographic 
print?...But what satisfaction can there be in repeating in a new medium what has 
been done so much better in another?”48  
 
He argued for straight photography, which he described as a process of taking and 
making of photographs with a minimal of manipulation of the negative, or the print, and 
one that valued detail and sharpness above tonality and atmospheric effects.49  
                                                        
46 Mellow, James R. Walker Evans. New York: Basic Books, 1999. 87-91 
 
47 Worswick, Berenice Abbot & Eugene Atget, 32 
48 Hartmann, Sadakichi. The Valiant Knights of Daguerre. (Berkley: University of California Press, 
1978) 108-110 
 
49 Ibid, 114. 
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According to Dorothy Norman, Stieglitz by this time—on his own, had adjusted his own 
photographic style along the lines of straight photography, and in 1917, he devoted the entire last 
issue of Camera Work to the photographs of Paul Strand—whose work he called “pure”, 
“direct”, and without “tricks.”50 Strand’s work was to emerge as the key inspiration for straight 
photographers such as Ansel Adams51 and Walker Evans.52  
 
                                                        
50 Norman, Dorothy. Alfred Stieglitz: American Seer. (New York: Aperture Press, 1973) 132 
 
51 Alinder, F.64 Revolution, 43 
 
52 Mellow, Walker Evans, 75-76 
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 Straight Photography: 
Historian Mary Street Alinder writes that the inherent problem with 
Pictorialism—as it was being practiced in 1890’s, was that it purposefully tried to negate 
photography’s unique power: namely its ability to produce a sharply focused, finely 
detailed lens-formed image.53  
There is also an inherent and a foundational disagreement between pictorialism 
and the aesthetic of straight photography. This conflict, as highlighted by Eisinger, still 
exists today, and it is a question at the very heart of photographic arts: is photography a 
mechanical process of recording reality, or is the photographer transforming what they 
see through deliberate and expressive control?54  
This central conflict will repeatedly raise its head throughout this thesis. 
According to Mary Street Alinder, the change from pictorialism as the dominant 
aesthetic to straight photography was also reflective of a larger transformation that 
America was going through. Alinder writes that Pictorialism emerged in the period 
before World War I. At that time the most esteemed art was thought to be inward-
looking, concerned with psychological or spiritual matters, and one that placed high value 
on traditional standards of beauty, and on mysticism and organicism as the goals of visual 
art. Alinder goes on to say that as American industrialization expanded following World 
War I, cultural expression became more and more concerned with technology and its 
products, both material and psychological. Art forms depicting the mechanisms and 
                                                        
53 Alinder, Mary Street. Group f.64: Edward Weston, Ansel Adams, Imogen Cunningham, and the 
Community of Artists Who Revolutionized American Photography. (USA: Bloomsbury, 2014) 6 
 
54 Eisinger, Trace Transformation, 13 
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structures of America as an advancing industrial society underwent a major 
transformation as well.55 Eisinger writes that straight photography was partially a result 
of this transformation; it was an expression of a desire to know America, its cities, its 
industry, its landscape, and its soul.56  
Straight photography was far from a codified aesthetic with rigid rules. But in 
general, it had certain tenets. Straight photography—as articulated by Sadakichi 
Hartmann, Edward Weston57 (b27p14), and Paul Strand, was photography that leveraged 
the inherent properties of the camera. It relied upon clearly focused and sharply detailed 
images. Compositions were expected to be simple and direct. The prints may employ 
certain basic retouching or adjustments, but avoided all other treatments such as painterly 
effects. Cropping was generally avoided—although Walker Evans almost always heavily 
cropped his work. 
According to Eisinger, a certain distance between the photographer and the 
subject also became part of the look of straight photography.58 A semblance of objectivity 
was valued over subjective expression. This seeming objectivity is one of the many 
reasons the work of Walker Evans has been praised and valued for. 
Alinder writes that on the West Coast, Group f.64 and personalities like Ansel 
Adams and Edward Weston—both of whom started out as pictorialist photographers, 
became the most ardent and articulate spokesmen for straight photography. They carried 
                                                        
55 Alinder, F.64 Revolution, 34 
 
56 Eisinger, Trace Transformation, 7. 
 
57 Alinder, Group f.64, 14. 
 
58 Eisinger, Trace Transformation, 48. 
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on a long-running battle with critic and photographer William Mortensen who remained a 
staunch defender and practitioner of pictorialism.59  
For some the shift from pictorialism to straight photography had a certain zeal to 
it. According to Alinder, Weston went as far as destroying all of his negatives from his 
pictorialist period.60 In a similar vein, Alinder writes, Adams—after his conversion to 
straight photography under the influence of Paul Strand, forbid the use of the term 
“pictorial” when describing his work.61  
Not all straight photographers were of the same mind though. According to 
Alinder, West Coast straight photographers—represented primarily by the Group f/64 
club, focused on what they were surrounded by; nature.62 East Coast on the other hand 
was more developed and industrialized and so the straight photographers there focused on 
the human-made world.63  
The West Coast and East Coast schools of straight photography also had bigger 
differences between them. Ansel Adams, for example, could not stand the work of 
Walker Evans. James Mellow writes that Ansel Adams—who incidentally was born the 
same year as Evans, called Evans’s American Photographs an “atrocious” book.64  
Belinda Rathbone writes that Ansel Adams said that going through Evans’s American 
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60 Alinder, F.64 Revolution, viiii 
 
61 Ibid, 43 
 
62 Ibid, 40. 
 
63 Alinder, Group f.64, x. 
 
64 Mellow, Walker Evans, 381 
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Photographs gave him hernia.65 Mellow states that Evans in turn disliked Adams’s work 
and called it “disappointing”, “weak”, and “utterly pointless”.66  
Modernism: 
No discussion of straight photography is complete without contextualizing it 
within the Modernist period to which it belongs. 
Alinder writes that a key distinguishing factor of Modernism from anything that 
came before it was that it focused on the reality of modern-day life rather than the 
romanticized version of the world that had long prevailed in the arts.67 Instead of seeking 
universal ideals it explored the daily on-goings of life. Peter Galassi writes that instead of 
looking inwards, Modernism looked outwards.68  
Modernism was an international movement—Alinder writes that it can be seen in 
works produced in Europe, America, and Soviet Union.69 Up to this period however, 
American art was seen as an extension of the European traditions. Modernism, for the 
American art scene, represented a break from the European artistic traditions. Andrew 
Hemingway writes that Modernism in America was “a declaration of cultural 
independence from Europe and a celebration of America’s newness.”70 The differences 
between American Modernism and European version of it were many. For example, 
                                                        
65 Rathbone, Belinda. Walker Evans: The Lost Works. (Santa Fe: Arena Editions, 2000) 166. 
 
66 Mellow, Walker Evans, 217-218 
 
67 Alinder, Group f.64, ix. 
 
68 Galassi, Walker Evans and Company, 12 
 
69 Alinder, F.64 Revolution, 38. 
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Alinder writes that American artists were more concerned with the rational aspects of 
Modernism, whereas the Europeans were more playful and often had a sense of biting 
humor to their work.71  
Alinder states that by early 1920s “sharpness and clarity in American 
photography was deemed more appropriate to the mechanized character of modern life in 
America.” This was in contrast to the Pictorialist views of life. Alinder writes that 
objectivity became the goal for American Modernist photography.72 According to 
Eisinger, Modernism is concerned with finding and remaining true to the essence of an 
artistic medium.73 Maren Stange states that straight photography in this Modernist 
context was seen as “pure”, a “higher truth”, and closer to the essence of the 
photographic medium.74  
Formalism: 
Though formalism arrived on the American scene at a much later date, it 
nevertheless can be seen as an extension of Modernism. Formalism extended the 
veneration of straight photography through the decades of 60s-80s. A brief discussion of 
formalism is appropriate in this context. 
The key figure and promoter of formalism was John Szarkowski, the Director of 
Department of Photography at the Museum of Modern Art. From 1961 when he was 
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selected to lead the Museum, to his retirement in 1991 Szarkowski dominated the 
American photography scene and set the tone for the valuation of straight photography 
above all other kind.75  
Eisinger writes that as a formalist Szarkowski believed that the evidence of a 
photograph’s meaning lies in the material photograph itself.76 He saw the form and 
content of a photograph as one.77 Szarkowski argued that since the photographer’s mind 
is not available to us, the focus of our interpretation ought to be photography and the 
photograph itself and nothing more. According to Alessandra Mauro, Szarkowski cast a 
long shadow and his books became the standard in art and photography schools for 
decades.78 They set the tone for more than a generation of photographers—a tone that 
was not overturned until the arrival of postmodernism.  
Szarkowski saw the work of Walker Evans as representing the ideals of art 
photography and promoted his photography tirelessly.  
A Critique: 
Although for my thesis American Nocturne I have chosen the aesthetic of straight 
photography as a style and look, from an art-historical perspective—and for reasons of 
scholarship, it is necessary to be able to critique it effectively. In the age of 
postmodernism, it is simply not possible to accept the ideas of straight photography—and 
                                                        
75 Mauro, Alessandra. Photo Show: Landmark Exhibitions that Defined the History of Photography. 
(London: Thames & Hudson, 2014) 188. 
 
76 Eisinger, Trace Transformation, 188. 
 
77 Ibid, 216. 
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Modernism, or Formalism for that matter—at face value. This section is meant to 
highlight both the pros and cons of modernist ideas that have now been mostly 
superseded by new ways of thinking about photography. 
One of the key stances taken by promoters of straight photography was its 
“objectivity.” Of course, if postmodernism has taught us anything it is that there is no 
such thing as true objectivity. Eisinger writes that Postmodernist thinking says that even 
the most stringent objective view is constructed, and is the end result of numerous 
choices and conventions. Therefore, according to Eisinger, “even the most objective view 
is subjective.”79 Eisinger further states that post structuralists entirely reject “the 
possibility of an experience unmediated by culturally determined system of 
signification.”80 Eisinger is correct in saying that if a photographer ignores social and 
political reality, they perpetuate the status quo, and all the exploitive relationships 
contained within.81  
Eisinger writes that the work of Walker Evans in its heyday was praised for what 
was seen at the time as “stylelessness.” This made sense because Evans strove for that 
effect. Eisinger states that this “stylelessness” idea was promoted by impresarios like 
Lincoln Kirstin and John Szarkowski—both friends and tireless promoters of Evans’s 
work. The frontality of Evans’s photography—he rarely presents an angle on his 
architectural subjects in favor of severely frontal views—was read as being “pure” and 
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“rigorously direct.”82 Of course—with the benefit of hindsight, we now know better. 
Peter Galassi writes that what was missed by critics of the time—and according to 
Galassi, even Evans himself acknowledged this—was that this posture of impersonal 
objectivity is itself a rhetoric, and the plain frontality is a style like any other.83  
Errol Morris’ definition of art is to create “an arbitrary set of rules and then follow 
them slavishly.”84 Peter Galassi states that as much as straight photographers such as 
Edward Weston, and Ansel Adams did away with the stylistic effects of pictorialism, 
they created another set of arbitrary rules to make—what they saw as, “fine art.”  Galassi 
writes that much like pictorialism straight photography was still a posture of withdrawal 
from the modern world, an adherence to “a handful of privileged themes, a fetish of 
pictorial perfection, and a devotion to beauty.”85 Eisinger, for example, has observed that 
indeed there is romanticism in the work of Ansel Adams. Eisinger writes that worship of 
nature is not objectively universal and transcendental. It is shaped by Europeans and 
religion.86 Alinder writes that Weston and Adams—despite their straight photography 
zeal, were not completely blind to them having much in common with pictorialism. By 
late 30’s both had come around and acknowledged the overlaps between their straight 
photography and the much-maligned traditions of pictorialism.87 
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Straight photography and Modernism in the age of Post Modernism: 
Eisinger writes that for all the reasons highlighted above—and for many others, 
postmodernism is consistently and relentlessly opposed to modernism.88 However, I 
believe that in doing so our postmodernist age throws out the proverbial baby with the 
bathwater. I argue that Modernist photography had some key ideas and values that can 
still be useful today. Galassi writes that the idea of an art being based forthrightly on 
photography’s incredible ability for recording the world is “a bold idea and one that 
remains challenging”. Galassi states that this strategy has proven enormously productive, 
but there is no question that it places a heavy burden on the viewer.89  
Eisinger states that in the age of postmodernism the modernist ideals of 
photography can serve as certain points of reference. Eisinger writes that Postmodernists 
in their passion for multiplicity of meaning threaten to fragment the concept of meaning 
altogether. In such a world, says Eisinger, the ideals of straight photography and 
modernism can serve as effective reminder of rational coherence.90  
Postmodernism, in its zeal to do away with the concept of “objectivity” has 
entirely dismissed straight photography and Modernism for its posture of detachment. 
Straight photography’s attempt at objectivity needs to be placed in context. Eisinger 
writes that advocates of straight photography, such as Sadakichi Hartmann, “…believed 
that in embracing objectivity, they were allowing photography to become an independent 
art.” They believed, Eisinger writes. that, “By becoming objective, photography could 
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define itself in relation to its own properties and the world, rather than to painting.”91 
Given the overwhelmingly dominant mode of Pictorialism in photography at the time, 
these beliefs and attempts have to be admired and respected.  
Eisinger states that postmodernism—and its attendant theories such a Marxist, 
Feminist or Poststructuralist critiques, have devoted themselves, above all, to 
investigating the social conditions under which art is made.92 Postmodernism does not 
allow a separation of art from social reality. Of course, there is no denying that 
formalists—such as John Szarkowski, were socially insensitive and rigorously opposed to 
looking for racism or sexism in photography. Nevertheless, the values of modernism in 
such an atmosphere can bring back a certain appreciation of art that is lost on the 
postmodern world. 
Furthermore, postmodernism is the only major movement in art-historical 
discourse where the underlying theory determines whether something is art or not. 
Eisinger writes that without the theory of appropriationism, for example, the work of 
Sherie Levine would be theft of intellectual property.93 For all its value—and however 
important Levine’s work is to our age, this tendency of postmodernism to privilege the 
underlying theory above all else creates the problem of a theory-dependent art often 
lacking in a publicly-accessible dimension to it. The average person on the street is left 
without any direct accessibility to the work, unless they first inform themselves of the 
theory which is responsible for the valuation of the artwork—but which itself may often 
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be as impenetrable and inaccessible as the art itself. And it is doubtful that in the end 
much of any appreciation of such art extends beyond the limited circle of academic-
artists and the certain institutions that values them. Modernism in such an age can be a 
reminder and a lesson in how to re-engage the ordinary public. 
In today’s postmodernist age it may seem almost nostalgic and naïve to be 
promoting ideas of modernism and straight photography. But modernism, according to 
Eisinger can serve as a lesson in that the “beauty of pure visual meaning can still exist.”94 
A side effect of postmodernism, in my view, has been the devaluation of technique. 
Modernist photography—despite all its shortcomings and lack of social awareness, can 
serve as reference point for such an appreciation. The reading of a photograph can’t 
simply be reduced to an endless multiplicity of meaning, and the attendant social realities 
in which it was made, though these are critically indispensable and important viewpoints. 
The modernist thinking and straight photography can thus make many valuable 
contributions to our postmodernist age. In my thesis, American Nocturne, I am hoping to 
reference these Modernist contributions. 
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THE WORKS OF WALKER EVANS 
Introduction: 
Walker Evans is one of the most influential photographers of the 20th century. His 
work is regarded by many to be a defining voice in American photography. His 
photographs have influenced generations of photographers and he continues to be a 
source of inspiration for many. 
This section of my thesis examines the life and works of Walker Evans. For 
reasons of focus this thesis will closely examine a body of work that Evans produced in 
the two years of 1935-36, most of it under the aegis of the Farm Security Administration. 
I will of course discuss his development as a photographer to explore why Evans’s works 
of 1935-36 are what they are. 
Evans’s photography in that short period of two years signifies almost all of the 
issues discussed in this thesis so far. He was a modernist, and an “objectivist” who 
worked in the tradition of straight photography—while being adamantly against the 
aesthetic of pictorialism. His work was celebrated for its “purity” and “directness.” 
Important institutions such as New York’s Museum for Modern Art showcased Evans’s 
work as the finest examples of photographic art.  
Such valuations had long-lasting effects on the perception and understanding of 
photography as its own standalone art form. Not all of these effects were positive. Much 
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controversy surrounds Evan’s work and this section will delve into examining some of 
these issues. 
In examining the works of Walker Evans, and many of the issues surrounding his 
celebrated place in American photography, my hope is to create a realistic portrait of the 
artist, and his work, and to learn from it. As a photographer and a masters-in-fine-art 
candidate it behooves me to not indulge in idol worship. Much as there are important 
lessons to be learned from modernism, and straight photography—despite their numerous 
shortcomings, there is value in appreciating Evans’s work, and learning from it, while 
having a full grasp of the contradictions and the flaws inherent within. 
A Short Biography: 
Walker Evans III was born on November 3rd,1903 in St. Louis, Missouri. His 
father Walker Evans, Jr., was an advertising man and had married Jessie Beach Crane 
three years earlier. Evans’s early education was interrupted numerous times due to his 
father relocating to pursue better work opportunities. Advertising was an emerging 
business at the time and Evans’s father was quite successful at it. Numerous photo 
albums of the Evans family have survived, a testament to the fact that there were always 
a few cameras around for the many family gatherings. 
Evans was born into a well-to-do family. Later he attended Phillips Andover in 
Andover Massachusetts, a prep school for boys from rich families. In September of 1922 
he was admitted to Williams College in Williamstown, Massachusetts. His early 
education started a lifelong love of literature, and Evans admitted many times that his 
first ambition was to be a writer.95  
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Evans dropped out of Williams after one year and spent the next three years living 
in New York and working at the map room of the New York Public Library for $75 a 
month—a respectable wage for the time.96  
In 1926, through the financial support of this father, Evans moved to Paris and 
worked at being a writer. He also brought a camera along and some of the earliest 
surviving photographs of Walker Evans date back to this period. Evans immersed himself 
in studying French and tried his hand at translating stories to English. Soon discouraged, 
Evans gave up on being a writer. “I wanted so much to write that I couldn’t write a 
word,” he said later.97 Evans returned to New York in 1927. He took a job at a bookstore 
and began taking photographs of New York City.98 It was not until 1930 that he 
“declared” himself a photographer. 
Influence of French Literature: 
Evans’s love of French literature is often cited as one of the early and significant 
influences on his photographic styles. Gustave Flaubert and Charles Baudelaire were two 
of his favorite authors. Towards the end of his life Evans said that Flaubert’s “method” 
and Baudelaire’s “spirit” had influenced him “in every way.”99  
Flaubert, known for introducing literary realism to France, and for an exacting 
and perfectionist writing style, was a model for Evans’s work. In a 1971 interview with 
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Leslie Katz Evans was asked about his favorite authors who had influenced his work. He 
is said to have responded without hesitation: 
“Flaubert, I suppose, mostly by method. I wasn’t conscious of it then, but I 
know now that Flaubert’s esthetic is absolutely mine. Flaubert’s method I think I 
incorporated almost unconsciously, but anyway used in two ways: his realism and 
naturalism both, and his objectivity of treatment: the non-appearance of the 
author, the non-subjectivity.  That is literally applicable to the way I wanted to use 
the camera and do.”100  
 
Flaubert once wrote, “It is one of my principles that one must not write oneself into one’s 
work.”101 Promoters of Walker Evans’s work, like Lincoln Kirstein and John Szarkowski, 
lauded this seeming lack of an author or creator. Whether or not this objectivity was real, 
it was a style that was new for its time and one that stood out. 
The poet and writer Charles Baudelaire was another major influence for Evans. A 
quote from Baudelaire’s Wikipedia entry almost sounds like something one could say 
about the work of Walker Evans: 
“His most famous work, a book of lyric poetry expresses the changing 
nature of beauty in the rapidly industrializing Paris during the mid-19th century. 
He is credited with coining the term "modernity" (modernité) to designate the 
fleeting, ephemeral experience of life in an urban metropolis, and the 
responsibility of artistic expression to capture that experience.”102  
 
Evans, without question was looking at the beauty of the changing America during 
1935-36. The experience of life in the urban metropolis was a focus for Evans’s 
photographs. 
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Baudelaire also provided a further influence for Evans for subject matter. 
Baudelaire once wrote, “… is there anything, anything more charming, more productive, 
more positively exciting than the commonplace.”103  
Walker Evans’s fascination with the vernacular—the commonplace, the useful, 
and the familiar, was decidedly a manifestation of Baudelaire’s spirit. Evans’s focus on 
vernacular, according to Clement Cheroux, also served another purpose. Cheroux writes, 
“…for American artists of that era, defending the vernacular was supposed to be a 
strategy for escaping the supremacy of imported European cultural models.”104  
Despite the supreme and inescapable irony—to avoid the influences of European 
cultural models, Evans turned to two of the most important French writers in history—
Evans, with his photography, was attempting to create an authentic American voice—a 
fact often missed by many of his critics. 
 America, seen through the photography of my thesis, American Nocturne, is a 
grand and unfinished experiment. For me the commonplace is an essential part of the 
“American spirit”—a term that has meant many things to many people in different times 
and eras. The approach that I took is not as much meant to be objective—a problematic 
term at best, but instead it is meant simply not to draw attention to itself. I want people to 
look at the photograph and not me, or my technique.  
Early Photography: 
According to Belinda Rathbone—one of the two primary biographers of Walker 
Evans, around the time Evans decided to take up photography there were generally two 
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kinds of art photography in vogue. The first one was pictorialism—quite popular with 
Americans at the time, where photographers attempted to imitate paintings with texture, 
tone, atmosphere and even the themes. The second one, emerging from Europe, was an 
almost experimental view of photography with a focus on manipulation of light, with a 
general disregard for the subject. Photograms and solarizations were some of the many 
manipulations that the European Modernists indulged in. Scientific photography was new 
and exciting and the European Modernists were thrilled to use these new techniques to 
see things in an entirely new manner.105  
Rathbone writes that by the late 1920s—around the time Evans started to take up 
photography, both these trends had moved into the commercial mainstream in Europe 
and America and had grown stale.  
Rathbone relates a quote from M.F. Agha, art director of Conde Nast, which 
captures the mood of the time:   
“Modernistic photography is easily recognized by its subject matter. Eggs 
(any style). Twenty shoes, standing in a row. A skyscraper, taken from a 
modernistic angle. Ten tea cups standing in a row. A factory chimney seen 
through the ironwork of a railroad bridge (modernistic angle). The eye of a fly 
enlarged 2000 times. The eye of an elephant (same size). The interior of a watch. 
Three different heads of one lady superimposed. The interior of a garbage can. 
More eggs…”106 (Figure 38) (Figure 39) (Figure 40) 
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Figure 38: Max Dupain, Eggs. Gelatin silver print. 1933. Art Gallery of New South 
Wales. Sydney, Australia.  
 
 
Figure 39: Edward Weston, Eggs and Slicer. 1930. Center for Creative 
Photography, Arizona Board of Regents. 
 
 
Figure 40: Edward Steichin, The George Washington Bridge, New York. Gelatin 
silver print. 1931. The Estate of Edward Steichin. 
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In such an atmosphere it was perhaps inevitable that Evans’s work would take on a 
similar tone. Evans did a series of photographs of the Brooklyn Bridge for a book of 
poetry by Hart Crane. (Figure 41) These photographs took on a decidedly European 
Modernist look. Evans, however, was quick to move away from this style, and years later 
in a 1971 interview with Leslie Katz, he went as far as to almost disown his Brooklyn 
Bridge photographs: 
“Some of them [early photographs] are romantic in a way that I would 
repudiate now. Even some of those Brooklyn Bridge things—I wouldn’t 
photograph them that way now. I developed a much straighter technique later on. 
But in 1928, ’29 and ’30 I was apt to do something I now consider romantic and 
would reject. I hadn’t learned to be more straight about things…”107  
 
 
Figure 41: Walker Evans, Brooklyn Bridge, New York. 1929. © Walker Evans 
Archive, The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
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Changing Views: 
While living and working in New York in late ‘20s, Evans was part of the 
bohemian set that included poet Hart Crane, photographer Ben Shahn, the future 
impresario Lincoln Kirstein, and artist Hans Skolle. In late 1928, at the insistence of 
some friends, Evans arranged a meeting with Alfred Stieglitz the high-priest of American 
art-photography at the time. This meeting—which seems to have left no impression on 
Stieglitz, was to alter Evans’s views forever in an utterly unexpected manner. 
Armed with a small portfolio of his recent work, done with a small camera, Evans 
met Stieglitz at his gallery. According to Belinda Rathbone, even before the meeting 
Evans had a generally low opinion of Stieglitz and his work. Rathbone states that 
Stieglitz only gave Evans’s photographs a cursory run-through and sent him on his way 
with a “Very good, go on working.” Rathbone suggests that given the fact that Evans had 
just started photography and at best had a few self-conscious abstractions of New York 
City to show, his work appeared to Stieglitz as perhaps no more than “…tentative 
imitations of the European avant-garde.”108  
The effect of this meeting on Evans however, was profound. It only cemented his 
negative view of Stieglitz and seemed to have caused Evans to dislike Stieglitz’s work 
even more. But the ultimate effect on Evans was far stronger and lasting. In his 1971 
interview with Leslie Katz, Evans insisted that Stieglitz gave him something to resist, “I 
found him somebody to work against. He was artistic and romantic. It gave me an 
esthetic to sharpen my own against—a counter esthetic.”109 Evans was to go so far as to 
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label Stieglitz’s work as “screaming aestheticism” and wrote that Stieglitz’s “…personal 
artiness veered many younger camera artists to straight documentary style.”110 Scholar 
James Curtis writes that “Evans sought artistic identity by rebelling against the leading 
photographers of the day, Alfred Stieglitz and Edward Steichen.”111 Steichen, a protégé 
of Stieglitz, by 1930 had become famous for his commercial portraits for Vanity Fair. 
Evans was rebelling not just against the trendiness of Stieglitz’s art photography, but also 
against the tone of Steichen’s commercialism. 
Photographic influences: 
Evans referenced Stieglitz and Steichen’s work to describe what he was not. But 
he identified with a few other photographers to describe what he wished to be. 
 Foremost in his influences was the work of the French photographer Eugene 
Atget, one of the most enigmatic figures in the history of photography. Atget (Figure 42) 
was born on February 12, 1857 in Libourne, France. Both his parents died when he was 5 
and he was raised by his grandparents. He went to a seminary where he learned Greek 
and Latin. He worked as a steward on a steamer and attended drama school. Later he 
traveled around France with a theatre troupe for many years, playing minor roles in stage 
productions. Beginning in 1888, Atget settled in Paris, and out of a sheer need for earning 
a living to survive, he took up photography to document views of Paris, which he sold to 
artists, designers, and art directors.112  
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Figure 42: Berenice Abbott, Eugene Atget. 1927. © 2020 Estate of Berenice Abbott 
 
Atget worked with a large-format (7”x9”) camera, and carried 40 lbs. of equipment on his 
early-morning long walks across Paris for decades. He never had any illusions about 
making art photography. 113 He was simply trying to survive. He saw his work as pure 
documents for artists. In fact, his small store’s sign read “Documents for Artists.”114 
Atget never cropped his photographs. This was not due to some high-ideals about straight 
photography, but because of the simple fact that he did not own an enlarger. All of 
Atget’s prints are contact prints, which he made by placing his plates on coated 
photographic paper in the sunlight.115 
 In 1929, Evans first saw Atget’s work in the New York studio of Berenice Abbott. 
Evans later said that he was, “Electrified and alarmed.”116 Berenice Abbott had 
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discovered Atget while working as a photography assistant to Man Ray in Paris, and 
brought part of Atget’s work to New York, which she spent years printing and 
promoting.117 Evans wrote in 1931 that due to his isolation and lack of any connection 
with the art photography world “Eugene Atget worked right through a period of utter 
decadence in photography,”118 and that his work displayed “…a lyrical understanding of 
the street.”119 (Figure 43) 
 
Figure 43. Eugene Atget, Marché des Carmes, Place Maubert, Paris.  1927. Gelatin 
silver print.  Printed 1940 from dry plate by Berenice Abbott. Museum of Modern 
Art, New York. 
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Peter Galassi has outlined perhaps the best view of the overlaps between the work 
of Atget and Evans. He writes that they both have in common: 
“… a view of human endeavor in which the common is as significant as 
the grand; an understanding of photography as a cumulative medium, in which 
successive observations elaborate upon the ones that have come before; and, 
above all, recognition that clarity of perception can yield compelling mystery 
rather than banal objectivity.”120  
 
The intersection between Walker Evans and Eugene Atget provide fertile ground for 
references and inspiration for my thesis American Nocturne. The focus on the vernacular, 
successive observations, and (hopefully) clarity of perception, are all part and parcel of 
my working method. 
 Another important influence on Walker Evans was the work of Paul Strand. 
Belinda Rathbone writes that after his disappointing meeting with Stieglitz, Evans headed 
to the New York Public Library and worked his way through all fifty issues of Camera 
Work—Stieglitz’s elaborate magazine devoted to art photography. 
Evans in a 1929 letter to Hans Skolle describes what happened next: 
“I came across that picture of Strand’s blind woman and that really bowled 
me over… That’s a very powerful picture…That’s the stuff, that’s the thing to 
do…It charged me up.”121 (Figure 44) 
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Figure 44: Paul Strand, Blind Woman, New York. Platinum print.1916. ©1997, 
Aperture Foundation Inc., Paul Strand Archive. 
 
On numerous occasions Evans expressed admiration122 for the 1916 Paul Strand 
photograph of a blind woman—taken incidentally with a hidden right-angle lens.123 Much 
later in his career, Evans himself was to use a hidden camera to create portraits of people 
riding the New York City subway. 
As much as Evans was affected at the time by photographers like Atget and 
Strand, later in life he was generally reluctant to admit that anyone influenced him. He 
was often circumspect and would say things such as,” I don’t think it influenced me; it 
just consolidated me.”124  
Looking past the issue that Evans was loath to admit anyone’s influence, there is 
something to be said about the idea of influence versus consolidation. Personally I feel 
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that there’s more to it than just semantics. During my work on American Nocturne I had 
my own ideas and at the same time I was influenced by writings, photography, and art, 
that leaned in the direction of my thinking. However, in many cases the work of other 
artists helped consolidate my ideas. For example, despite the fact that Walker Evans and 
Edward Hopper provided me with starting point, looking at the work of other modern 
artists—such as Dan Witz and Andrew Valko, helped me consolidate my own thinking 
and allowed me to bring together my own ideas and work. 
Changing Methods: 
Evans had been dabbling with a large-format 8x10 camera as early as 1931. In 
1933 he finally acquired one.125 Evans was taught view camera technique by his friend 
and photographer Ralph Steiner. Early in his career, according to Peter Galassi, Evans 
had shared the European enthusiasm for the new 35mm format, but starting around 1931-
33 he quickly embraced the large format for its formal qualities.126  
The change from small format to 8x10 was perhaps one of the most significant in 
Evans work. For the following few decades Evans became reticent about presenting his 
35 mm work in exhibitions, or books, and always preferred to show his 8x10 
photographs.127 This remains true today, where all of the published work in new and 
current photography books of Evans’s is culled almost entirely from his 8x10 oeuvre. 
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The 1929 Wall Street crash had also left a deep impression on Evans, but not in a 
way that one would expect. Evans was in fact glad for the market crash. “That awful 
society well deserved it,” he said. “Prosperity is my aesthetic enemy,” he would go on to 
say, and that, “My photography was a semi-conscious reaction against right-thinking and 
optimism, it was an attack on the establishment.”128 As early as 1930 Evans felt that he 
was reacting against the prevalent decadence, and florid aesthetics and values of the 20’s, 
which had come crashing down when the stock-market bubble burst in 1929. 
Victorian Architecture and the Vernacular: 
In 1931, according to Clement Cheroux, Lincoln Kirstein asked Walker Evans to 
accompany him to photograph the Victorian architecture of New England.  
Kirstein was a close friend of Evans, and would later become one of the biggest 
promoters of his work. Kirstein by all accounts was a bright, cultured, and enterprising 
Harvard graduate, who is known for founding the avant-garde Hound & Horn magazine, 
the Harvard Society for Contemporary Art, and the New York City Ballet.129 In Hound & 
Horn —among writings by T.S Eliot and Ezra Pound, Kirstein would often include 
articles on vernacular architecture, film, and even cartoons.130  
 In 1933, Kirstein, who was also an advisor to the Museum of Modern Art 
(MOMA), arranged for an exhibition of Evans’s photographs of Victorian homes at 
MOMA, an exhibition, which, according to Julie Jones: 
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“…proved to be a turning point in Evans’s photographic practice: by shifting the 
focus to a quintessentially American object, the viewpoint became more frontal, 
more neutral; the photographer disappeared behind his subject.”131 (Figure 45) 
 
 
Figure 45: Walker Evans, Folk Victorian Houses, Ocean Grove, New Jersey. Gelatin 
Silver Print. 1931–33. © Walker Evans Archive, The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
 
The Victorian houses project and the MOMA exhibit seems to have consolidated 
all of Evans’s aesthetics and ideas about photography, and these ideas were to stay with 
him for a long time to come. It is this very mode of Walker Evans that I feel I am 
channeling for my work on American Nocturne. 
Walker Evans and the Vernacular: 
Clement Cheroux writes that the word vernacular is from the Latin root verna, 
meaning “slave.” Cheroux goes on to say that the term originally defined activity linked 
to servitude or service, and eventually came to stand for utilitarian.  
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Cheroux further explains that the term is associated with local and regional, and 
made its first appearance in the field of architecture in late 1920’s, when personalities 
such as Lewis Mumford, Philip Johnson and Henry-Russell Hitchcock—writing 
incidentally in Lincoln Kirstein’s Hound & Horn magazine at Harvard, first introduced 
the idea that the United States played a key role in the development of Modernism 
through its regional and functional architecture.132  
Peter Galassi defines vernacular as, “The anonymous expression of a collective 
culture.”133 The term came to encompass the useful, domestic, popular, and the 
utilitarian. Certainly, in the field of architecture the term vernacular was associated with 
America. However, scholars such as John Atlee Kouwenhoven, have also written 
extensively about the connection between vernacular and Americanism as expressed 
through its industry, tools, and other common, and functional products, and mass-
communication forms.134  
Walker Evans was fascinated with American vernacular. He was introduced to it, 
of course, through his association with Lincoln Kirstein. But he made it all his own 
through his photographs of the commonplace, the useful, the domestic, and the popular. 
Walker Evans’s father was in advertising and as a photographer he was endlessly 
fascinated with, to quote Andrei Codrescu, “…signs, billboards, theatre marquees, 
graffiti, street signs, advertising posters, hand-painted shopfronts…”135 Evans’s taste 
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went past the ordinary though; Ellen Fleurov has written about Evans’s “…taste for the 
discarded and the aesthetically-rejected subject.”136 John T. Hill compares Walker Evans 
to Madame Germaine de Stael, the 18th century novelist who once said that she preferred 
the contents of a gutter over framed paintings on museum walls.137  
 Evans had a deep and abiding fascination with the common picture postcard, 
which he once referred to as a “folk document.”138 and he collected them obsessively. 
The Walker Evans Archive at the Metropolitan Museum of Art contains over 9,000 
postcards—with street scenes being the dominant category.139 The frontal views, the 
“artless” style, and the lack of affectation of these postcards is reflected in much of 
Evans’s photography of American cities.  
Clement Cheroux writes that even though Evans collected 9,000 postcards in his 
lifetime, there are only two known examples where he captured the exact same view in 
his photography.140 One of the two example is shown below. (Figure 46) 
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Figure 46: Left: Front Street, Looking North, Morgan City, LA. Right: Walker 
Evans, Street Scene, Morgan City, Louisiana, 1935. © Walker Evans Archive, The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art 
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THE FARM SECURITY ADMINISTRATION WORKS 
The Great Depression: 
The Great Depression, which lasted from 1929 to 1939, tore at the fabric of 
American society.  
In 1930 five million Americans were out of work. In 1932 that number was 13 
million—out of a total population of 125 million.141 The Dust Bowl—a series of dust 
storms that were the result of poor agricultural practices by farmers, further deepened the 
crisis, and a succession of droughts severely damaged agriculture across the plains. 
President Roosevelt had organized the Resettlement Administration (RA) which 
was later folded into the Farm Security Administration (FSA) and the primary aim of this 
government agency was to help combat rural poverty. As part of the Information Division 
of the FSA was a small photography program overseen by Roy Stryker.  
According to Errol Morris the photography program was controversial from the 
start. Morris writes, “One can imagine the political animosity that would be generated if a 
modern-day president introduced a national documentary photography program as part of 
a stimulus package.”142  
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The FSA has an impressive record at helping farmers. According to Bill Ganzel, 
FSA was active in 48 states, had over 2,300 branch offices, employed 19,000 people, and 
is credited with saving over a million farmers from starvation.143  
The FSA Photographers: 
The FSA’s photographers consisted of names such as Walker Evans, Dorothea 
Lange, Ben Shahn, Russell Lee, Gordon Parks, Marion Post Wolcott, and Arthur 
Rothstein, among numerous others. Bill Ganzel writes that the FSA photographers were 
supplied with film, chemicals, a $35/week salary, $5/day expense allowance, and 3 
cents/mile for travel. The photographers were on the road for six to nine months. They 
developed their own film in hotel bathrooms and sent the negatives back to Washington. 
The Washington office of the FSA made the prints and with detailed captions distributed 
them to magazines, press outlets, and publishers.144  
The FSA photographers, according to Ganzel, were supplied 35mm, medium 
format, as well as 4x5 view cameras. Some had their own cameras, like Dorothea Lange 
who worked with a medium-format Rolleiflex. Walker Evans, however, chose to work 
with an 8x10—the only FSA photographer to do so.145 James Curtis writes that despite 
the slow pace and cumbersome nature of working with an 8x10 Evans refused to 
compromise the clarity and fidelity of his photographs.146  
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Walker Evans and Dorothea Lange were two of the biggest names on the FSA 
roster. They both already had a reputation and they used it to their advantage. Evans—
who was desperate for work at the time, leveraged his status and negotiated a salary of an 
unimaginable $3,000/year, plus per diem expenses, a new Deardorff 8x10 camera, lenses, 
film and filters, and best of all, a car.147 For Evans—who once said that he was willing to 
rob a bank to be able to pursue his art, this was a godsend.148  
Also, Lange and Evans were the only two photographers who were allowed to 
make their own prints.  Incidentally, Ansel Adams made many of the FSA prints for 
Lange.149  
William Stott writes that the Depression was invisible to most people across the 
country. Most people simply did not see it in everyday life.150 Stott quotes George Orwell 
as saying, “…all people who work with their hands are partly invisible. And the more 
important the work they do, the less visible they are.”151  
Stott writes: 
“Documentary, which makes vivid the unimagined existence of a group of 
people by picturing in detail the activities of one or a few of its number, 
documentary makes them visible, gives the inarticulate a voice…It was an 
unimagined America of almost incredible poverty that moved to the front of 
public consciousness in the thirties.”152  
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 Eisinger writes that the Great Depression spurred on the documentary tradition in 
photography.153 Stott says, “When people in the thirties spoke of documentary, they 
usually meant social documentary.”154  
 However, Peter Galassi observes that Evans’s association with FSA created a 
deep and lasting misunderstanding of his work. Galassi states that Evans was out to make 
his art, whereas the FSA was a “propaganda picture agency” and Evans only joined it 
because he needed the money. According to Galassi, Evans exploited the government to 
make his work. That is not mere after-the-fact speculation; Evans wrote at the time,” A 
subsidized freedom to do my stuff!...The whole hot year I was tremendously productive.” 
Years later, Evans said, “I was cheating in a way. I was looking upon this as a great 
opportunity for myself and I was exploiting the United States Government, rather than 
them exploiting me.”155  
Roy Stryker: 
Roosevelt had appointed Rexford Tugwell, the former Secretary of Agriculture, as 
the head of FSA. Tugwell hired one of his colleagues and protégé from the economics 
department of Columbia University, Roy Stryker, to head the photographic section. 
Stryker, who was never a photographer, was nevertheless good at picking and directing 
them. He expected his photographers to be well versed in understanding the economic, 
social, and political circumstances of the region he was sending them to. To this end he 
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issued detailed multi-page bibliographies of books that he expected his photographers to 
read while heading to their assigned areas.156  
Stryker also carried on detailed correspondence with his photographers in the 
field and sent them detailed shooting scripts.157 (Figure 47) 
 
Figure 47: Portion of a shooting script prepared by Roy Stryker for Walker Evans, 
1935. Roy Striker Papers. Archives & Special Collections. University Libraries. 
University of Louisville. Louisville, Kentucky. 
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In general Stryker wanted his photographers to capture “Middletown, America,” 
as he wrote.158 Later he was quoted as saying,” We introduced Americans to America.”159  
Walker Evans under FSA: 
Walker Evans had a long and productive career in photography. But there is little 
question that the mythic status he has acquired in the pantheon of American photography 
is based primarily on the work he produced in the short time with FSA. His tenure with 
the FSA lasted only 14 months—with a few interruptions it began in June 1935 and went 
through August of 1936, and then a few days in early 1937. But it was the most 
productive period of his entire life.160 Evans later referred to the “white hot” pace of this 
short period.161 (Figure 48) 
 
Figure 48: Walker Evans, Bethlehem graveyard and steel mill. Pennsylvania. Silver 
Gelatin Print. 1935. Gift of the Farm Security Administration. © 2020 Walker Evans 
Archive, The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
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Evans, who later in life was given to denying anyone’s influence or direction, 
claimed that he never followed Stryker’s guidance or scripts. However, John T. Hill 
writes that there are too many points of correlation between Stryker’s scripts to Evans 
and the resulting photographs for this claim to be accurate.162  
Nevertheless, there is plenty of evidence that Evans was definitely not a team 
player and regarded the entire FSA as nothing but a meddling government bureaucracy 
standing in the way of his artistic pursuits.163 In his 1971 interview with Leslie Katz, 
Evans said, “I felt this great opportunity to go around freely—at the expense of the 
federal government…and photograph what I saw in this country. I paid no attention to 
Washington bureaucracy.”164 As far as Roy Stryker was concerned, Evans said, “He 
wasn’t directing me; I wouldn’t let him.”165  
James Curtis writes that Evans during his FSA period was deeply committed to 
“photographic artistry” and thought very little of his other FSA colleagues. He called 
Arthur Rothstein “The little rubber stamp” due to his penchant for doing knockoffs of 
Lange and Evans’s work.166  
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What particularly upset Stryker was Evans’s refusal to follow any protocol and 
disappear for weeks on end without any communication.167 In a letter dated Dec 10, 
1935, Stryker remarked to Evans that he had been “…quite concerned about you, 
thinking that perhaps you had been waylaid and were sleeping in a ditch some place in 
the south.”168  
Evans, despite claiming that this was a “white hot” and a productive period for 
him, produced the least amounts of negatives when compared to other FSA 
photographers. The mitigating factor is that Evans was working with an 8x10, which is a 
far slower way of working. Also, Evans was always shooting multiple negatives for the 
same photograph. He sent the best to FSA, but always kept his own negatives of the same 
photographs.169 (Figure 49) 
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Figure 49: Walker Evans, Sidewalk Scene in Selma, Alabama. Dec 1935. Office of the 
Farm Security Administration. Library of Congress. Public Domain Image. 
 
Peter Galassi writes that during his tenure at FSA Evans was, “The first to take 
notice of racism as a significant fact of American society.”170 Hilton Kramer observes 
that Evans’s work embodies “…the emotional and esthetic texture of the Depression 
era.”171  
Despite all the later praise, Evans’s FSA work was underappreciated for many 
decades. In 1960, for example, U.S Camera celebrated 7 FSA photographers but 
neglected to mention Walker Evans.172  
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The Documentary Style and Lyricism: 
 Peter Galassi writes that despite Evans’s protestation to the contrary his work was 
lumped within the rhetoric of Depression-era “social reform” photography, and often 
misunderstood.173 Eisinger has written about how Evans’s work was perceived as 
“styleless” and “artless” in its own time, and seen as an “objective” vision, which, of 
course, at the time stood in for “documentary.”174 Eisinger states that the perennial 
problem of photographic theory is, “the reconciliation of objectivity and 
expressiveness.”175 Alan Trachtenberg has a slightly different approach and he sees no 
conflict between Evans’s “art” versus the “social document” his FSA work was perceived 
to be because of the simple fact of being part of the FSA and its rhetoric. Trachtenberg 
suggests that it all has to do with the presentation and context; it is a social document 
within the context of the larger FSA oeuvre. But it is art when seen by itself in 
MOMA.176  
 Evans himself had a lot to say about the topic of documentary vs art. In his 1971 
interview Leslie Katz asked him if documentary photographs could also be works of art. 
Evans replied: 
“Documentary? That’s a very sophisticated and misleading word. And not 
really clear. The term should be documentary style. An example of a literal 
document would be a police photograph of a murder scene. You see, a document 
has use, whereas as art is really useless. Therefore art is never a document but, 
thought it can certainly adopt that style. I do it. I’m sometimes called a 
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‘documentary photographer,’ but that supposes quite a subtle knowledge of this 
distinction”177 and 178  
 
Clement Cheroux’s interpretation of that Walker Evans excerpt from his interview 
is that, “Evans acknowledged that his images are not, strictly speaking, documentary 
photographs, but that he nevertheless liked to make them look that way.”  Cheroux 
suggests that beyond the photographic document, Evans has other models for his 
photography, such as the postcard, an ordinary snapshot, and even advertising—which, 
are less documentary and more in the category of vernacular. Cheroux writes, “Rather 
than ‘documentary style’ it would be more accurate to describe Evan’s approach as 
‘vernacular style.’ ”179 
In 1964 Evans gave a lecture at Yale, which he entitled “Lyric Documentary.” In 
this lecture Evans focused primarily on works—not just photography, that were intended 
as pure documentary in nature but had a certain “visual grace”180 and elegance, which 
elevated them above mundane documentation. Of course, his collection of postcards 
featured prominently in the lecture.  
John T. Hill provides a closer reading of the concept of “Lyric Documentary”: 
“[Evans] said that he did not know when he first connected the two 
words—lyric, which suggest the subjective and personal emotions, attached to 
documentary, which denotes the objective recording of fact. Evans cleverly 
devised a phrase with a fascinating tension of hot and cold that perfectly suited his 
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work. He enjoyed the layered nuance of words, as concepts and as visual objects 
inviting multiple readings. 181 
 
True lyricism, Evans insisted in the lecture, enters spontaneously without notice, 
almost never when called—and is often discovered after the fact, as an unexpected but 
welcome guest. 
Evans once suggested that Atget should get the first prize for “Supreme Lyric 
Documentary Photographer.”182  
 In order to better understand what Evans was perhaps trying to do, it is instructive 
to look at his development at a time when his ideas and work was being consolidated. 
Trachtenberg observes that during his formative years of early 1930’s Evans felt isolated 
and alone.183  
Evans said: 
“I was doing non-artistic and non-commercial work…I think I was 
photographing against the style of the time, against salon photography, against 
beauty photography, against art photography…I was a maverick outsider.”184  
 
Trachtenberg writes that it was only after the 1938 exhibition, the first one-man 
show by a photographer at the Museum of Modern Art, that Evans felt “established” in 
his way of working. The book accompanying the show “American Photographs” became 
a passport and a calling card for him, according to Evans.185  
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Evans says that the exhibition and the book also did something else. He explains, 
“More than I realized it established the documentary style as art in photography. For the 
first time it was influential, you see. The Museum is a very influential place.” 
Documentary “art” Evans explained further, “had a wrong reputation. It was dubious and 
not accepted by the respectable Establishment. [The acceptance] makes a hell of a lot of 
difference.”186  
It was with this 1938 MOMA exhibit that Evans felt he had legitimized the idea of 
“documentary style” as art, and not merely a “social document.”  
It is difficult to put into perspective just how out of time Evans’s work appeared at 
the time of him making it, that is, the early 1930’s. For the 1971 retrospective at MOMA 
for Walker Evans, John Szarkowski wrote in the accompanying press release: 
“At a time when faster lenses and films and shutters allowed 
photographers to record ever-thinner slices of life, Evans’ pictures were as still as 
sculpture. While the new miniature cameras were spawning an unending stream 
of bird’s-eye and worm’s-eye views, Evans worked insistently from a human’s-
eye level. While artificial lighting equipment grew continually more sophisticated 
and seductively ingenious, Evans preferred the light that the sun, or chance, 
provided. While the new picture magazines rewarded photographers who 
recorded the exotic, the charming, the topical, the glamorous and the shocking, 
Evans interpreted what was ubiquitous and typical.”187  
 
Szarkowski went on to say that, “Evans’ work is rooted in the photography of the earlier 
past, and constitutes a re- affirmation of what had been photography's central sense of 
purpose and aesthetic: the precise and lucid description of significant fact.”188 (Emphasis 
mine)  
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Walker Evans also had the temerity to assume just the right posture with the 
presentation of his photographs for them to be taken as seriously as art. He never added 
any technical information or put shutter speed and f-stop information next to his photos. 
James Curtis writes that, “[Evans] wanted his public to react to the final image, not to 
speculate how it was produced.” Evans also never had any captions. Curtis writes, “The 
presence of words implied that the image was somehow deficient; Evans believed his 
photographs were self-explanatory.”189 Evans never created any sequences or narratives 
with his photographs, as was the trend. Curtis writes that,  
“Such arrangement might encourage the viewer to treat the images as part 
of a photo essay of the type popularized by Life and other picture magazines of 
the 1930’s. For Evans, photojournalism was not art; the single image, like the 
individual painting, carried the message.”190 (Emphasis Mine) 
 
This idea of a single photographic image, to be presented and treated similar to the 
standalone painting, was entirely new for its time, and is one that was termed “fine art” 
photography. Fine art photography in general has lost its meaning in today’s 
postmodernist age. But in my opinion the idea of it has not lost its relevance. It still exists 
and is practiced in many quarters. My work for American Nocturne extends a nod to this 
mode of thinking. 
Confusingly enough for its time, Evans’s work and his presentation of it was all 
about avoiding the traditional classifications that photography of the time had been 
divided into. He was avoiding the artiness, and he was avoiding the commercialism. He 
worked hard to not have his work misunderstood as “documentary” despite the fact that it 
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was clearly made as part of the FSA. At the same time Evans wanted his work not to be 
confused with “social reform” documentary and he did not want to be seen as a reformer 
or a radical. 
It was inevitable that for its time Evans’s work had no real category to fit into and 
for that reason alone it was placed into almost every pigeonhole he was trying to avoid. 
Misperception of his work was inevitable. 
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THE MAKING OF LET US NOW PRAISE FAMOUS MEN 
Beginnings: 
Some of the most iconic images of Walker Evans are the ones he created for “Let 
Us Now Praise Famous Men” (LUNPFM from now) a book written by James Agee. 
Both Agee and Evans had been associated with Fortune magazine in the mid 
1930’s. The September 1934 issue of Fortune carried photographs of Walker Evans 
illustrating an article about a retreat for local Communist Party members. In the same 
issue Agee wrote an extensive article entitled “The Great American Roadside” whose 
focus was the new emerging aesthetic of the American road; gas stations, motels, and 
restaurants. Though one of Evans’s images was selected to accompany Agee’s article, 
Evans and Agee did not formally meet until the following year.191  
In April of 1936, Agee, who was a staff writer at Fortune, was assigned to write 
an article on cotton tenancy. Fortune was running a documentary series at the time called 
“Life and Circumstances” and Agee’s goal for the article was specified as a 
“photographic and verbal record of the daily living of an ‘average’ or ‘representative’ 
family of white tenant farmers.” It was Agee’s idea to bring in Walker Evans as the 
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photographer.192 Roy Stryker granted Evans a temporary leave from FSA, with the 
stipulation that FSA and U.S Government will own the rights to the final images.193  
The title of the book was suggested by Agee’s religious upbringing from the 
apocryphal book Ecclesiasticus 44:1, “Let us now praise famous men, and our fathers 
that begat us.”194  
In the summer of 1936, Evans and Agee went south, and as far as Fortune was 
concerned “literally disappeared” for two months, more than twice as long as their field 
work was supposed to last.195 Later, after Fortune decided not to run the article, and 
reverted the rights back to Agee, he worked for the next 3 years to turn the article into the 
book we now know as LUNPFM.196  
In setting the stage for what Evans and Agee found in Hale County, Alabama, 
Alan Trachtenberg writes: 
“A key element of the old pre-Depression myth of the South had been the 
idea that farmers were yeoman, proud tillers of soil rewarded by nature and a 
benign government with adequate living and well-being. They stood, in the myth, 
for the virtue that comes with closeness to the soil; they assured the health and 
continuity of the republic. The tenant lien system flew in the face of this 
Jeffersonian myth…The sharecropping system held its victims, white and black, in 
unremitting poverty.”197  
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The farmers rented the land from the owner and spent their lives farming on it. In 
return they owed the landlord not just rent for the land, and home they lived in, but also 
over fifty-percent of the crops they grew. At the same time, they borrowed tools, 
fertilizer, seed, and other necessary items from the owner at an exorbitant interest rate. In 
many cases the farmers were not even allowed to use any part of the land to grow their 
own food. There was no escape from the poverty and the debt. If the farmers died, their 
families and children inherited the debt.198  
Evans and Agee arrived in Hale county and after some searching quickly decided 
on the Burroughs family as their primary focus.  
Was it a collaboration? 
LUNPFM is often cited to this day as one of the finest examples of a 
“collaboration” between a writer and a photographer. It bears importance to take a closer 
look at this suggestion.  
Warren Sussman, one of the many admirers of LUNPFM wrote that the book 
“Brilliantly combines photographs and text.”199 But the question is, does it?  
Agee insisted that the photos and the text are “mutually independent.” Evans said 
that his photographs “subsume a collaboration with the words, instead of literally having 
one.”200  
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Despite the fact that they both felt committed to the project and worked with 
boundless energy, evidence suggest that they were hardly working together.201  
Evans said, “We worked intensely and separately. I didn’t see Agee. He was 
working all day interviewing and taking notes, and I was photographing.” It was more a 
pairing than a collaboration. Also, Evans was notorious for working alone, and quite 
discouraging to other photographers of working with companions.202  
Numerous scholars have also highlighted the differences between the approaches 
of the two men. Agee’s prose is flowery, angry, and verbose. Evans photographs are 
restrained, assured, and controlled. William Stott writes, “Agee was a putter-in, and 
Evans a taker-out.” However, Stott quite correctly observes that “Though their styles 
were different, Agee’s and Evans’s deepest meanings were the same.” That is perhaps the 
key reason behind the sustained and continued appreciation of LUNPFM.203  
It was never an easy process for Evans or Agee. Stott writes that they were both 
troubled at “spying” on the Burroughs family, and felt their purpose to be “obscene” and 
a “betrayal.” Stott observes that through the entire length of the book LUNPFM “Agee 
agonizes over what they had done.”204  
Evans was conflicted as well, but unlike Agee’s persistent agony he did have a 
way of squaring it away. Evans said: 
“Some people think that all photography is inherently importunate…To 
importune is not to hurt very deeply; and to importune for a good reason is 
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justified…I’m shy enough not to want to photograph anybody; I make myself do 
it because there’s a larger value at stake.”205  
 
Evans’s Photography for LUNPFM: 
Agee wrote that Evans had the ideal mindset of a photographer in which “All of 
the consciousness is shifted from the imagined, the revisive, to the effort to perceive 
simply the cruel radiance of what is.”206  
As much as Evans’s work for LUNPFM has been celebrated—and made iconic to 
the point of parody in our own time, few people have a full grasp on just what made 
Evans’s photographs so unusual, and so utterly out of time when they were first seen, and 
just what it is that gives them the power to affect us so deeply even today. In order to 
fully appreciate Evans’s work on LUNPFM it is instructive to consider it in context.  
LUNPFM was not an isolated event in its time. Around 1935-36 there was a 
cultural and media focus on the lives of tenant farmers, and a plethora of books had been 
published attempting to illustrate their plight. There were newsreels, and even a National 
Sharecroppers Fund documentary made on the topic.207  
It is eye-opening to compare Evans’s work for LUNPFM to just one of those 
books — a 1937 bestseller, Have You Seen Their Faces, with photographs by none other 
than Margaret Bourke-White, one of the most lauded and popular photographers of all 
time. She was also the highest-paid woman in America that year.208  
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The captions for the photos in the book were written by Bourke-White, working 
with the novelist Erskine Caldwell—to whom she was later married to from 1939 to 
1942. In the summer of 1936 while Evans and Agee worked in Hale county, Bourke-
White and Caldwell traveled through nine southern states to gather material for their own 
book about poverty and the lives of tenant farmers.209 (Figure 50) 
 
Figure 50: Margaret Bourke-White, cover photo from Have You Seen Their Faces. 
1937. © Caldwell, Erskine, and Margaret Bourke-White. 1995. You have seen their 
faces. Athens: University of Georgia Press. 
 
Bourke-White would set up her lights and camera and sit in a chair holding the 
shutter-release cable, while Caldwell asked the farmers probing questions about their 
plight. Bourke-White would set off the flash when she felt she had just the right 
expression on their faces.210  
In a 2009 article published in The New Yorker, writer Caleb Crain wrote, 
“Bourke-White lay in wait for her subjects with a flash, and wrote with pleasure of 
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having them ‘imprisoned on a sheet of film before they knew what had happened.’ ”211  
William Stott describes the photographs in Have You Seen Their Faces: 
“Faces of defeat, their eyes wizened with pain—or large, puzzled, dazzled, 
plaintive; people at their most abject: a ragged woman photographed on her rotted 
mattress, a palsied child, a woman with a goiter the size of a grapefruit; twisted 
mouths (ten of them), eyes full of tears. These people are bare, defenseless before 
the camera and its stunning flash. No dignity seems left in them: we see their 
meager fly-infested meals, their soiled linen…”212  
 
Belinda Rathbone writes that Bourke-White “…was after the most extreme signs 
of poverty and degradation she could find.”213  
Caleb Crain writes that his “skin crawls” at the captions that accompany the 
images: 
“I reckon I forgot to remember how old I is”; “Little brother began 
shriveling up eleven years ago”; “Snuff is an almighty help when your teeth 
ache.”214  (Figure 51) 
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Figure 51: Margaret Bourke-White, photo from Have You Seen Their Faces. 1937. © 
Caldwell, Erskine, and Margaret Bourke-White. 1995. You have seen their faces. 
Athens: University of Georgia Press. Caption on the photo reads: “I got more children now 
than I know what to do with, but they keep coming along like watermelons in the summertime.” 
 
 
An introductory note in the book reads:  
“The legends under the pictures are intended to express the authors’ own 
conception of the sentiments of the individuals portrayed; they do not pretend to 
reproduce the actual sentiments of the person.”215  
 
In other words, the captions for the book quote people saying things they never 
said.216 Caldwell and Bourke-White just made them up.  
However, Have You Seen Their Faces caught the zeitgeist just right, and it was a 
hit and a bestseller when it was first published in 1937—a fact that horrified Agee and 
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Evans, who were getting nowhere at the time with publishers for their own work. They 
both found her book appalling, and demeaning towards the farmers they had just met 
first-hand.217  
Belinda Rathbone writes, that in contrast to Bourke-White, “The kind of respect 
Evans showed his tenant farmer subjects was not only unusual for a photographer of his 
generation, it was beyond the imagination of any other.”218 While looking through Have 
You Seen Their Faces it is easy to see just how accurate Rathbone’s appraisal is. Lest one 
thinks that this idea of extending respect is just an aphorism—or that it is somehow a 
given between a photographer and their subjects, consider what Margaret Bourke-White 
had to say in her memoirs about her visit to a South Carolina church during a Sunday 
service, for her work on Have You Seen Their Faces:  
“Everyone was already in church. I tucked a small camera into my jacket 
and Erskine filled his pockets with flashbulbs. Finding the church door locked 
from the inside, we leaped through the open window and started taking pictures at 
once, Erskine changing flashbulbs as though he had been assisting photographers 
all his life…It was obvious that this shoddy little ceremonial, re-enacted each 
week in the name of religion, was the very antithesis of religion…It illuminates 
the spiritual poverty of people who have no other emotional release.”219  
 
Nothing more needs to be said to show that the work of Walker Evans for LUNPFM was 
possibly at the furthest extreme from an attitude such as Bourke-White’s. 
Stott writes: 
“[Evans] avoids the spectacular, the odd, the piteous, the unseemly…he 
records people when they are most themselves, most in command…He seeks 
normal human realities, but ones that have taken a form of such elegance that they 
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speak beyond their immediate existence. These realities are the material of his art, 
which he calls ‘transcendent documentary photography’: the making of images 
whose meaning surpass the local circumstances that provided their occasion.”220  
 
Evans was in Hale County Alabama for three weeks and yet he only made fewer 
than 100 photographs. Even though at first Evans used a 35mm camera, he found the 
photos from the small format far too rough for his liking and was forever reticent to 
publish or exhibit them. Instead, Evans moved quickly to rely on the larger 8x10 format, 
which despite slowing the process down considerably, gave him the look and feel he 
wanted.221  
The 8x10 camera by its very nature formalizes the photograph—candid snapshots 
are not possible with it, and the subjects are always aware, and thus part of the process. 
There are no un-posed photographs with an 8x10. In that way it is a less intrusive 
process, and more respectful of people’s privacy.222 Stott writes that in LUNPFM Evan’s 
subjects are conscious of the camera and are never caught off guard. They have been 
given time and space to arrange themselves for the camera.223 In other words, they get to 
present themselves as the dignified human beings that they are. (Figure 52) 
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Figure 52: Walker Evans, Allie May Burroughs, wife of tenant farmer. Hale County, 
Alabama, Summer 1936. Office of the Farm Security Administration. Library of 
Congress. Public Domain Image. 
 
If anything, Evans’s photographs of the Burroughs family show an inherent respect 
for their dignity—something that was apparently hard to come by in photography of the 
time. Evans was able to see past their poverty and capture the underlying grace of their 
lives. 
Stott writes that Evans with his photography of the “underprivileged” had 
“returned them a dignity” which is often taken away by welfare workers, media, and 
propagandists who claim to be working to better their lives.224  
The historian James Curtis writes that it was also Evans’s “personal esthetic” that 
shaped his view of the Burroughs’s home. Curtis suggests that it was Evans’s own sense 
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of elegance that is reflected in the simple Shaker-like interiors in the midst of such 
appalling poverty.225 (Figure 53) 
 
Figure 53: Walker Evans, Washstand in the dog run and kitchen of Floyd Burroughs' 
cabin. Hale County, Alabama, Summer 1936. Office of the Farm Security 
Administration. Library of Congress. Public Domain Image. 
 
Stott writes about Evans’s photography for LUNPFM: 
“Rather than show how simple the poor are, how feeble, how limited, he 
shows them to be complex, strong, and pervasive. He uses their poverty to 
demonstrate how much they possess. Evans suggest that all they touch, and all 
that touches them is permeated with their being. Whereas the prosperous attenuate 
their selfhood through many possessions and roles, the poor condense them in a 
few. Their world and everything in it bespeaks them, symbolizes them. It is 
entirely a work of art.”226  
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Fate of the book Let Us Now Praise Famous Men: 
 
 The time for LUNPFM was not just yet. 
Agee’s article submission to Fortune was ten times longer than what was asked 
for.227 The magazine also found the text far too “unvarnished” – to use John T. Hill’s 
polite description, for its readership.228 Stott writes that Fortune’s “Life and 
Circumstances” series generally had a tone of condescension towards its subjects. Agee 
did not do anything of the sort in his article on the tenant farmers. Quite the opposite, he 
treated them with the utmost respect, and insisted on presenting them as dignified human 
beings229 Agee had been unprepared to see the kind of life these farmers were living. He 
was horrified at the system that would create lives such as theirs.  
In LUNPFM Agee writes: 
“A civilization which for any reason puts a human life at a disadvantage; 
or a civilization which can exist only by putting human life at a disadvantage; is 
worthy neither of the name nor of continuance. And a human being whose life is 
nurtured in an advantage which has accrued from the disadvantage of other 
human beings, and who prefers that this should remain as it is, is a human being 
by definition only, having much more in common with the bedbug, the tapeworm, 
the cancer, and the scavengers of the deep sea.”230  
 
Agee was angry. His prose was angry, and he wanted his readers to be angry. But 
that’s not what the editors at Fortune wanted. Not knowing what to do with it, the 
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magazine sat on the article for a year, but eventually returned the manuscript and the 
photos back to Agee and Evans to do with it what they liked.231  
Agee spent the next three years revising the manuscript.232 The book was rejected 
by more than few publishers. Stott writes that the publishers wanted LUNPFM to be 
more like Caldwell and Bourke-White’s Have You Seen Their Faces.233 Agee refused. 
Finally, LUNPFM was picked up by Houghton Mifflin and published in September of 
1941.  
Agee had tended to, and nurtured his anger like a flower. Of all the vicious things 
in LUNPFM he saved the nastiest for Margaret Bourke-White and included a parody of 
her work and her elitist life in the appendix to LUNPFM.234 Agee found her treatment of 
tenant farmers unforgivable. 
The timing for the publishing of the book was bad. John T. Hill writes that in 
1941 when LUNPFM was published, the economy had shifted and rural poverty simply 
was not the hot topic of the day. The public’s concerns had moved to the war in Europe 
and America’s likely involvement in it.235 The book came out just after the fall of Europe 
and as the Battle of Britain entered the horrible months of the blitz.236 It only sold 600 
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copies and was pulled from distribution. Jack Jessup in his review for Time called it “a 
distinguished failure” – a common view at the time.237 The book quickly sank from sight. 
It was only because of Agee’s death in 1955 that Houghton Mifflin decided to 
republish it in 1960 and it became a rallying cry for the issue of poverty in the civil rights 
era. It is now considered a masterpiece of Depression documentary writing. 
Stott writes: 
“[Agee and Evans] used the form of social documentary to say that social 
problems, whatever their magnitude or poignancy, were of subordinate concern, 
and that the true center of man’s existence, where he affronted the ‘normal 
predicaments of human divinity,’ lay elsewhere.”238 
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CRITIQUE 
This section will critique the works of FSA, and Walker Evans. 
Historically the critiques of FSA, and Evans, have fallen into a few general areas 
and I will attempt to look at each one in turn. 
First, there is the issue of politics. FSA was a product of pure politics and this 
section begins with looking at the political climate which gave birth to FSA and its 
mandate. I will look at how the politics which created FSA also colored the photography 
which was born of it.  
Roy Stryker represented the spirit of FSA. He was no passive bureaucrat who sat 
behind the desk and shuffled papers. He played an energetically active role in 
determining what was photographed, and how. This portion will look at his background 
and how it set the tone for what was created by the FSA photographers. 
The FSA work reflected a deep sense of class politics. Next, I will examine how 
class consciousness shaped the FSA photography. 
The issue of objectivity is one that runs throughout the history of Modernism, 
straight photography, and all of its attendant manifestations. FSA—and Evans by 
extension, were seen as a pure and objective vision. I will scrutinize the assumptions 
behind this view of FSA and analyze if the claims are in fact accurate. I will use some 
FSA case studies to expand on this examination. 
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Last, I will address the issue of manipulation—physical or otherwise, in the work 
of Walker Evans. This one area is fraught with accusations and counter-accusations, and 
is a difficult one to sort out for various reasons, not the least of which is Evans’s cagey 
way of talking about his work, process, and final photographs. Hence, my rationale for 
tackling it last. 
Politics of the FSA Photography: 
Therese Thau Heyman writes that in late 1932, even before Roosevelt took office, 
his advisors were structuring programs that he had promised during his election 
campaign—known as the New Deal, that were designed to get the United States out of its 
crippling depression.239  
For the programs of New Deal to be gain public and congressional support it was 
critical that urban voters and elected officials be educated about conditions in rural areas, 
where they never visited.240 Going forward it is important to keep this goal in mind: the 
educational efforts—which, of course, included the photography, were designed 
primarily to educate urban audiences about rural conditions. This urban vs rural class 
distinction is one of the keys to understanding the FSA vision.  
Roosevelt had turned for help to two Columbia University academics, Rexford 
Tugwell and his protégé Roy Stryker, who at the time were assembling cultural histories, 
and only just beginning to realize the potential of photography as a persuasive medium.241  
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Both Tugwell and Stryker grew up in rural agrarian environments, but through 
their education and work eventually settled in urban settings.242 Stryker had grown to 
appreciate the power photographs exercised in urban culture.243 His boss, Tugwell, had 
stated that he wanted to “lessen the cultural differences between country and the city” and 
create a more uniform “American thought.”244  
The Resettlement Administration (RA) was created in spring of 1935, and 
Tugwell was appointed its first administrator. Stryker joined his former mentor in 
summer of that year to compile visual evidence for a massive educational effort. The RA 
was soon folded into the Farm Security Administration (FSA)  
The FSA’s photographic division was headed by Stryker and its purpose was to 
report on the conditions of rural America. Stryker never meant for these photographs to 
be art, but a mere record. Hence the straight and clear style that became the tone of FSA 
photographs. 
Heyman writes: 
“This photographic work was accomplished at a time when it was 
assumed that the photographer found, but did not invent, the reality whose image 
he captured, an approach that soon came to be called ‘documentary photography.’ 
Most people believed that photographs could constitute accurate records of events 
and conditions, and they had sound reasons for their beliefs.”245  
 
But was it ever possible that these “accurate records” would be free of political 
values? 
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Tugwell wanted to resettle farmers away from the worn-out soil, which he 
considered the main problem behind agrarian poverty. But his ideas were met with strong 
resistance from Republicans, who accused Tugwell of importing “leftist theories” into the 
Department of Agriculture.246 Stu Cohen writes that despite the fact that the New Deal 
was seen by many members of the upper class as “creeping socialism” and a conspiracy 
of “bolshevik programs,” Roosevelt’s flagship Depression-era program must be 
understood as a strongly conservative effort.247  
Roosevelt, according to Cohen, never meant for a radical transformation of 
American society. He was not introducing socialism to America. Rather, he was aiming 
for, according to Cohen, “social-welfare capitalism.” This conservative view of America 
is what the photography of FSA captured for posterity. 
Cohen writes: 
“The society of [FSA] pictures is not a radical one in which individuals 
unite to pool their strengths into a vast collective force. It is not a society in which 
an individual’s dignity and worth is measured by the degree to which he or she 
helps her fellow humans. No: the suffering is individual, and the redemption if it 
occurs, will be individual as well… ‘We are all the same, despite our individual 
adversity,’ these faces seem to say. ‘We are strong, we are dignified, we are 
noble.’ ‘We will make it, because we will persevere.’”248 (Figure 54) 
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Figure 54: Arthur Rothstein, Migrant to Oregon from South Dakota, 1936. Office of 
the Farm Security Administration. Library of Congress. Public Domain Image. 
 
Stryker’s upbringing shaped his view of rural America and the part he thought 
that the government should play in it. Stryker was born in 1893, in the farming and ranch 
community of Great Bend, Kansas, and grew up on a cattle ranch operated by his family 
in western Colorado.  
Stryker’s father was a “devout…firebrand…populist” according to Cohen.  
Cohen writes: 
“Populism was an agrarian movement. It was a break with the Jeffersonian 
tradition that believed ‘that government is best which governs least.’ That fissure 
came when farmers perceived that in this era of ‘least government’ they were on 
the losing end of a battle against economic concentration…the older agrarian 
America was now bound up in the vast forces of corporate capitalism in a modern 
industrial economy…[The Populist farmers’] sense of powerlessness awakened in 
them the desire to see a government that would through direct, positive action 
take their part in the battle.”249  
 
Cohen concludes, “Agrarian populism, then is the first basic assumption that 
informs the FSA collection.”250  
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The second basic assumption—however unintentional, that informs the FSA 
collection is class consciousness. 
Class in FSA Photography: 
Roy Stryker once said that he “Introduced Americans to America.”251 But which 
America was he talking about? James Curtis observes that Stryker and FSA tailored their 
vision to “conform to the dominant cultural values of the urban middle class.”252 The idea 
was to sell a view of a poverty-stricken rural America to an educated and middle-class 
urban audience, in a manner designed to evoke their sympathies. 
Cohen writes that the FSA photographs are middle class in its “avoidance of the 
very issue of class. Classlessness is a middle-class philosophy—one might say the 
middle-class philosophy 
Stu Cohen states that on the list of these middle-class values were items such as 
“…individual strength, perseverance, and the inherent dignity of the individual as 
individual.” All of these values of course are the dominant view of the FSA photographic 
works.  
The class pictured by the FSA is almost entirely the lower class, which came to be 
known later as the “underclass.” Cohen highlights the fact that in the resulting 
over175,00 photographs of the FSA, the only photos of the rich and the upper-class is a 
small collection that Marion Post Wolcott did in Miami in 1939.253 (Figure 55) 
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Figure 55: Marion Post Wolcott, June in January, Miami Beach, Florida, 1939. 
Office of the Farm Security Administration. Library of Congress. Public Domain 
Image. 
 
Cohen writes that for the New Deal-ers, such as Tugwell and Stryker, “The great 
rhetorical battle was to persuade the American middle class to embrace solidarity with 
those below them on the class ladder, sometimes far below them.”254  
James Curtis states that FSA photographers avoided pictures of the rural poor with 
smiling or angry expressions—the former might convey too little suffering and the latter 
a threat to social stability.255  
Eisinger writes that “To underline hardship [FSA] photographers would often 
choose the most dilapidated setting available, even if it was not representative of the 
actual living conditions of their subjects.” David Peeler observes that the photographers 
sought women and children as innocent victims of the depression, knowing that would 
arouse sympathies of the middle class.256  
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But there was a limit; the pictures could never be too despairing. Dignity wins was 
to be the message.   
Stryker once remarked that “probably half of the file contained positive pictures, 
the kind that give the heart a tug.” The photographs were about “dignity versus despair,” 
said Stryker. “Maybe I’m a fool, but I believe that dignity wins out.”257 Walker Evans, of 
course, was one of those FSA photographers whose work ennobled the farmers.258  
William Stott writes: 
“The poor in the documentary photographs of the thirties simply do not 
include those who are poor through laziness or moral derelictions…They are 
honest, straight-standing, and decent…Never are they vicious, never depraved, 
never responsible for their misery.”259  
 
It’s no surprise then that Ansel Adams once remarked to Roy Stryker, “What 
you’ve got is not photographers. They’re a bunch of sociologists with cameras.”260  
 The Issue of Objectivity: 
 The photographs of the FSA have long been admired by scholars and 
photographers for their realism and objectivity. F. Jack Hurley, Archibald MacLeish, and 
Edward Steichen are just a few names that have historically added to this reputation by 
presenting the FSA project as painstaking and objective.261  
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 Eisinger writes that early documentary photographs, such as the FSA works, were 
seen as “styleless”.  Even important and influential critics such as Elizabeth McCausland 
and Pare Lorentz saw the work of Walker Evans and Dorothea Lange as “transparent.”  
Of course this was not accurate; there is style, creativity, selection, and manipulation in 
the works of both Evans and Lange. Critics of the time, for example, saw the frontality of 
Evans’s view of buildings as “pure” and “direct”. But is a frontal view in a photograph 
any more pure or direct than a three-quarters angled one?262  
Eisinger writes that “The how never becomes transparent, never becomes a 
passive conduit for actuality. It is always operative and always shaping what we see and 
understand.”263  
 Curtis states that a photograph itself has no “inherent or intrinsic message—only 
an assigned meaning” (Emphasis mine). And so he asks the question, “What meaning did 
Depression-era America assign to these images?”264  
Stott writes that, “All documentary photographs …are to some extent biased 
communications…Most documentary photographs of the thirties were not intentionally 
deceptive…but all prejudice their evidence in selecting it.”265  
Walker Evans over his long career also perpetuated the idea that photographs 
were objective views, rather than artistic artifacts. But Curtis highlights just how much 
selection there was in Evans’s photographs. For his photographs of the Burroughs family 
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for Let Us Now Praise Famous Men, Evans ignored many aspects of their lives. There are 
just a few photographs of them working in the fields, none at mealtimes, etc.266  
William Stott and Errol Morris provide us with an example of how selecting one 
Walker Evans photograph over another can make such a significant difference.267  
Consider a lesser-known photograph of the Burroughs family. (Figure 56) 
 
Figure 56: Walker Evans, Burroughs Family, Hale County, Alabama, 1936. Office of 
the Farm Security Administration. Library of Congress. Public Domain Image. 
 
This is not an image that is seen often. It was not included in any of the editions 
of LUNPFM. Evans made this family portrait on a Sunday at the request of Floyd 
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Burroughs.  Instead, what is more commonly seen are the heartrending portraits of Floyd, 
Allie-May, and Lucille Burroughs. (Figure 57 a, b, c) 
  
 
Figure 57, a, b, c: Walker Evans, Portraits of Floyd, Allie-May, and Lucille 
Burroughs. (From Let Us Now Praise Famous Men.) Office of the Farm Security 
Administration. Library of Congress. Public Domain Image. 
  
 Stott writes: 
“[The Sunday family portrait] just went against the view that Let Us Now 
Praise Famous Men gives of him [Floyd]—a beaten-down, not terribly bitter yet 
but you know he’s going to be bitter soon, defeated man. Here you see the photo 
that’s not in the book—and [Floyd] is just radiating life and virility and 
joy…They were real human beings. And yet they [the publishers] hadn’t been 
willing to give them that measure of humanity. The photo of [the Burroughs] on 
Sunday goes too far in suggesting that, ‘Hey, these are real people. These people 
are okay. We don’t need to worry about them’…It’s about the kind of expression 
people are supposed to wear in documentary photographs dealing with social 
problems.’”268  
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As another example of how a selection can alter perceptions, James Curtis 
analyzes a case of Stryker’s choice from an extensive series on lumberjacks, shot by the 
FSA photographer Russell Lee, in Minnesota. Stryker featured this shot among many 
others at the First International Exposition of Photography in 1938 at the Grand Central 
Palace in New York City. (Figure 58) 
 
Figure 58: Russell Lee, Lumberjacks-Saturday night in a saloon. Craigsville, 
Minnesota.1937. Office of the Farm Security Administration. Library of Congress. 
Public Domain Image. 
 
Curtis writes that of the hundreds of selections Stryker could have made showing 
lumberjacks at work, or resting in their camps, he chose the one in a saloon to convey the 
sense of community in a small town. The original caption only reads “Saturday night in a 
saloon. Craigsville, Minnesota. Sept 1937.” There was no mention of “Lumberjacks.” But 
Curtis suggests that word was added in to invoke the Paul Bunyan mythology for New 
Yorkers. Curtis also highlights how a different selection of a photograph—such as the 
one with the original caption “Lumberjack with bandaged head after being beaten up and 
‘rolled’ in a saloon on Saturday night in Craigsville, Minnesota,” would have created an 
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entirely different impression of the small-town community in the minds of the new 
Yorkers.269 (Figure 59) 
 
Figure 59: Russell Lee, Lumberjack with bandaged head after being beaten up and 
"rolled" in a saloon on Saturday night in Craigsville, Minnesota, 1937. Office of the 
Farm Security Administration. Library of Congress. Public Domain Image. 
  
Stryker was notorious for his captions. He retained complete control over the 
captions and never sent out a photograph without one. He had a reputation for altering the 
entire meaning of a photograph with his text.270 and 271  
 Stryker said, “The photograph is only a subsidiary, the little brother of the word. 
In truth there’s only one picture in a hundred-thousand that can stand alone as a piece of 
communication.”272  
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 Eisinger writes that while working as an illustration editor at Columbia on an 
earlier project, before the FSA—an economics textbook titled American Economic Life 
and the Means of Its Improvement—Stryker “had learned to manipulate photographs 
through cropping, layout, and caption so that they might function not simply as raw 
images of reality but as symbols capable of shaping thought and feeling.”273 He was now 
putting that to good use at the FSA. 
So far I have only discussed Stryker and this selection, which may taint FSA 
photography as biased. But what about the FSA photographers? Were they submitting 
pure objective documents, that were later just manipulated by Stryker? 
To answer that question we may turn to some case studies of FSA photographers. 
During the 1930’s there were three instances where the FSA found itself in hot water 
over charges of manipulation of their photography: a supposed composite photograph of 
cattle grazing next to the North Dakota state capitol (it was not a fake); a picture 
supposedly of a section of the Missouri River near Stanton, North Dakota (it was simply 
miscaptioned); and the Arthur Rothstein cow skull photo.274  
The Case of the “Rothstein Skull”: 
 Rothstein, on a trip to South Dakota to cover a drought for the FSA, found a sun-
bleached steer skull. Seeing it as a perfect symbol of the drought he photographed it in a 
few locations. (Figure 60 a, b, c) A few photographs exist from this series, and the skull 
is seen on parched earth, as well as on some grass. The FSA chose to publish and release 
the version that shows the skull on arid ground and this was done on the occasion of 
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Roosevelt’s trip to the Plains. The Washington Post, among other newspapers published 
the image as part of a story on the severe drought in the region. 
 The press soon got a wind of the different versions of the image. 
Eisinger picks up the story: 
“The hostile Republican press discovered that there were several other less 
devastating versions of the picture and made a stink. That Rothstein had moved 
the skull was considered a serious breach of documentary integrity, and the FSA 
was rocked by charges of fakery and propaganda. The public was not prepared to 
accept a news photograph as the creative interpretation of reality.”275  
 
Documentary photography was seen as strictly archival. 
 
 
Figure 60, a, b, c: Arthur Rothstein, The bleached skull of a steer on the dry sunbaked 
earth of the South Dakota Badlands, May 1936. Office of the Farm Security 
Administration. Library of Congress. Public Domain Image. 
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Errol Morris has researched and written extensively on the case of the “Rothstein 
Skull”.  
He writes: 
“What makes these accusations of photo fakery utterly perverse is the 
claim that they unfairly portrayed a drought. The photographs led the viewer to 
infer that the Dakotas were experiencing a severe drought. But the Dakotas were 
experiencing a severe drought. One of the worst droughts in American history. 
Was the real issue that the cow had died of old age rather than drought?... Or was 
this merely an attempt to shift the nature of the debate from the agricultural 
problems facing the country to an argument about photography and 
propaganda?”276  
 
Another case in point in FSA’s photography is Arthur Rothstein’s famous 1936 
photograph of the father and son in the dust storm. (Figure 61) 
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Over the years—from 1936 to shortly before his death in 1985, Rothstein’s 
accounts varied dramatically of how he made this photograph. The differences in his 
accounts were not minor; they covered a wide spectrum from no manipulation 
whatsoever to complete staging and direction.277  
 
Figure 61: Arthur Rothstein, Farmer and sons walking in the face of a dust storm. 
Cimarron County, Oklahoma, April 1936. Office of the Farm Security 
Administration. Library of Congress. Public Domain Image. 
 
Errol Morris has tracked Rothstein’s various statements on the dust storm photo. 
These are summarized below:278 
 • 1944: Rothstein writes he staged the shot in front of the shed. He directed the 
little boy to fall back and hold his hands over his eyes. The farmer was asked to lean 
forward as he walked. (The Complete Photographer, April 1944) 
 
• 1961: Rothstein explains that the photo was not directed. It is a pure and un-staged 
documentary photograph. (Popular Photography, September 1961) 
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• 1978: Rothstein categorically denies he staged the shot. He says the 1944 statement was 
describing a “hypothetical situation.” (The Complete Photographer, 1978) 
 
Of all the FSA photographers, the case of Arthur Rothstein stands out. Charges of 
manipulation, staging, and fakery pursued him during, and after his FSA tenure. In a 
2008 book titled The Narcotic Farm: The Rise and Fall of America’s First Prison for 
Drug Addicts—about a mental institution just outside of Lexington, Kentucky, contained 
a few of Rothstein’s photographs from 1929. (Figure 62 a, b) The photographs appear to 
be of mentally ill patients.  
The captions however tell a different story: 
“An actor poses as a voluntary patient being photographed during 
admission to Narco.” Photo by Arthur Rothstein, 1939. 
 
The photos were staged with nurses, doctors, and some actors.279  
 
  
Figure 62 a, b: Arthur Rothstein Photographer. Nancy D. Campbell, J.P. Olsen and 
Luke Walden, The Narcotic Farm: The Rise and Fall of America’s First Prison for 
Drug Addicts, Abrams, 2008. 
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 The Case of Walker Evans: 
The case of Walker Evans deserves its own section when it comes to the question 
of manipulation in his work. 
There have been many charges and countercharges over the years regarding 
Evans’s photography for FSA and what gets lost in the heated discussions are often the 
finer nuances. 
 To take a closer look at these issues we need to start with Walker Evans himself. 
He repeatedly, and emphatically insisted over the years that he never moved or arranged 
things to create better photographs during the work for FSA.280 The long track record of 
Evans asserting that he never altered anything sets up far more of an unreasonable 
standard than the one that may have been otherwise applied to his photographs. 
For example, since most scholars and historians of photography agree that what 
Evans was doing for the FSA was more of his own art, rather than making work under the 
stringent, strictly-archival standards of the 1930’s documentary photography, it would 
have been far simpler if he had made the distinction between having to move a bed out of 
the way in a farmhouse to get a tripod set up for his large 8x10 camera, versus hiring 
actors to play the Burroughs—a hypothetical extreme, of course—and be done with it. 
But instead he repeatedly denied ever having altered anything. “You don’t touch a thing,” 
Evans said.281  
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Evans further complicated the issue by making elliptical and self-contradictory 
statements on art versus documentary, such as “Documentary photography has nothing 
whatsoever to do with art. But it is an art for all that.”282  
The scholar James Curtis has made a case for Evans moving items around in his 
FSA photographs. 
In one of Evans’s better-known photographs of the worker’s home in Morgantown, 
Virginia, Curtis claims that Evans moved the rocking chair for a better composition and a 
more graceful interior decoration. (Figure 63) 
 
Figure 63: Walker Evans, unemployed worker’s home, Morgantown, Virginia, July 
1935. Office of the Farm Security Administration. Library of Congress. Public 
Domain Image. 
 
Curtis quotes Evans as saying, “I can’t stand a bad design or a bad object in a 
room.” Curtis’s logic is that the placement of the rocking chair makes no practical sense 
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as rocking it backwards would hit the stairway, and the chair is currently blocking anyone 
going up or down the stairs. Curtis thus concludes that Evans moved the chair.283  
There is no way of definitively checking the veracity of the claim that Curtis 
makes in this case. Curtis then used another method to check if Evans had indeed altered 
any scenes he was working with during the making of his photographs for LUNPFM; 
Curtis compared Evans’s photographs to the incredibly detailed inventory that Agee’s 
text provides in the book. 
On paper—forgive the pun, Curtis’s idea was a touch of genius. Agee had indeed 
done a stupefying detailed 50,000-word inventory of every item he saw in the Burroughs 
home. By comparing Agee’s text in LUNPFM to Evans’s accompanying photographs, 
Curtis figured he can determine if Evans had indeed altered anything. As an example, 
Curtis compared the Agee text about the Burroughs kitchen table and compared it to the 
Evans photograph. (Figure 64) 
 
Figure 64: Walker Evans, Burroughs kitchen, Hale County, Alabama, 1936. Office of 
the Farm Security Administration. Library of Congress. Public Domain Image. 
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Curtis writes that Evans had “aesthetic agendas” in making his alterations.284 Agee 
had described the kitchen table as extremely cluttered and Curtis determined that Evans’s 
sense of interior decoration made him clean the table and only leave the lamp on it.285 
The problem with this claim —as Errol Morris correctly points out, is that the text and 
the photographs in the Burroughs home were never made at the same time. Evans is 
quoted by Morris as saying that Agee and him worked at the same time but often in 
different sections of the house.286  
So it is possible that the table was clean in the morning, perhaps, when Evans was 
photographing it, but when Agee wrote about it, say after lunch, it was full of items. The 
issue is vastly complicated by the fact that Evans kept no notes or added any captions. 
Stott says that in 1971 he brought some of these claims of furniture moving up to Evans 
and asked him if he had done so, “Why would I?” Evans is said to have replied, “They 
were fine the way they were.” 287 
Curtis however has written extensively about how Walker Evans, “Went to great 
lengths to superimpose his love of neatness and symmetry on lives of Alabama 
sharecroppers.”288 That may be accurate—as far as Evans’s vision is concerned, for he 
was certainly able to show the underlying grace and beauty in the middle of a poverty-
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stricken home, but whether he did so by rearranging the furniture remains an open 
question. 
Other scholars have raised similar objections to Curtis’s work, so he came up 
with—what he thought was, an infallible way of checking Evans’s claims of never 
touching anything. The entire FSA photographic collection of over 175,000 images now 
resides at the Library of Congress. Besides being searchable online, over the years 
Library of Congress has also issued catalogs of many of these photographs—including 
one specifically for Walker Evans.289 Evans’s work, much like the other FSA 
photographers, was often done as a series of photographs. Curtis closely analyzed these 
Walker Evans series and made certain determinations on how items were being 
rearranged in between photographs.290  
As an example, Curtis compared two photographs of a series that Evans did of the 
Burroughs’ mantlepiece. (Figure 65 a, b) The photograph seen on the left was published 
in LUNPFM. But the one on the right is determined to be a test shot that Evans did, but 
never published. Curtis spotted a pair of shoes next to the fireplace in the test shot, but 
not in the final selection. He suggested Evans removed the shoes for his final shot. Curtis 
also noted that the items on the mantlepiece had been moved around, and again, ascribed 
this to Evans trying to create symmetry and order in his photograph. 291 Curtis also 
claimed that Evans flipped the shaving mirror over so that his camera flash would not 
create a bright spot, and that he may have also moved the wrought-iron bed, seen in the 
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foreground of test shot—both of them fairly likely scenarios for a large-format 
photographer at work in a confined space.292  
 
  
Figure 65 a, b: Walker Evans, Mantlepiece in Burroughs home, Hale County 
Alabama, 1936. New York Times Lens Blog. Office of the Farm Security 
Administration. Library of Congress. Public Domain Image. Reprinted in New 
York Times Lens Blog. 
 
This all seemed like an open and shut case, until Errol Morris got a wind of it.  
Morris, in his obsessive-compulsive way, researched the issue and discovered that 
there were not two but four shots in this series. And that Morris had a way of determining 
their sequence; he simply zoomed into the very large 8x10 negative scans available from 
Library of Congress, and the Walker Evans Archive at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
and just read the time on the alarm clock. (Figure 66) By looking at the time on the alarm 
clock Morris discovered that the shot with the shoes was done after the shot without the 
shoes—and not before as Curtis was suggesting. So, clearly Curtis was wrong. But, then, 
Morris asked, is it possible that instead of removing the shoes, had Evans added them.293 
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Or was there even a far more innocent explanation; that Evans had taken the pictures at 
different times throughout the day, with the items moving around as the Burroughs lived 
their daily lives. The answer to these questions appears unknowable. 
 
Figure 66: Errol Morris, The Case of the Inappropriate Alarm Clock. (NYTimes 
Blog, March 13, 2012) New York Times Lens Blog. Office of the Farm Security 
Administration. Library of Congress. Public Domain Image. 
 
 Curtis was not done yet though. He had another ace up his sleeve. He compared 
the Evans photo to Agee’s detailed description of the mantlepiece in LUNPFM and 
noticed that Agee had not listed the alarm clock. Curtis claimed in an interview with 
Errol Morris that Evans had added this alarm clock—possibly his own travel clock, 
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according to Curtis.294 Of course, it is one thing to move a bed out of the way to make 
room for a large camera and tripod, and entirely another matter to bring in one’s own 
travel alarm clock and add it to the mantlepiece in a tenant-farmer’s home. This particular 
issue became enshrined by Errol Morris as “The Case of the Inappropriate Alarm Clock.” 
Morris wrote detailed articles on the New York Times blog and numerous informed and 
intrepid readers also took up the challenge. 
 Someone dug up the precise make and model of the clock and determined that it 
was far too expensive a clock for its time for the Burroughs to have owned it. (Figure 67) 
 
Figure 67: Errol Morris, The Case of the Inappropriate Alarm Clock. (NYTimes 
Blog, March 13, 2012) New York Times Lens Blog.  
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 For a moment there, it sure looked like Curtis was onto something.  
However, as late as 1971, Evans told Stott, “That’s what the word ‘documentary’ 
hold. You don’t touch a thing. You ‘manipulate.’ If you like, when you frame one foot 
one way or one foot another. But you’re not putting anything in.”295 (Emphasis mine) 
 But the issue of the inappropriate alarm clock did not go away. It stayed because 
Agee’s text did not mention it. Morris highlights that it says something about our culture 
where we assume the reliability of the written word over the photograph. For what if 
Agee was mistaken? What if he simply forgot to list it? After all the book was put 
together years after the Agee took the initial notes.296 But the issue persisted. 
 “The Case of the Inappropriate Alarm Clock” was finally solved in 2013, in a 
somewhat unexpected manner. That year Agee’s manuscript for the original Fortune 
article—long considered lost forever—was discovered, and published in book form. 
There, on a footnote on page 89, Agee indeed lists the alarm clock.297 Case closed? 
Perhaps. As these things go. 
Conclusion: 
 So was Evans manipulating the scenes and arranging them to suit his 
“aesthetic agenda” to use Curtis’s words?  
The general agreement overall seems to be that Evans may have made changes, 
such as moving a bed away from the wall.298 or moving furniture, either because it was in 
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the way of his tripod and the large-format 8x10 Deardorff camera, or perhaps it just did 
not look right to his eye. But that there were no “manipulations” along the lines of adding 
items or staging them in a way to create an untruthful impression.  Even a critic like 
Curtis admits that what Evans was after was art and that, “[Evans’s] photographs should 
not be regarded as literal documents of poverty.”299 Curtis states, rightfully, that Evans 
was not a trained anthropologist, nor was he acting like one. My own personal view is 
that more than likely Evans kept insisting that he never touched anything — at later 
points in time, such as in 1971—to perhaps conform to the contemporaneous view of him 
as one of the great American “documentary” photographers, and what that entailed by the 
standards of the time, which was not to touch anything. 
The issue of the alarm clock had been raised and talked about even during 
Evans’s lifetime. On a trip to Texas he was asked if he had placed, or moved the alarm 
clock, for symmetry or other reasons. According to Bill Stott, Evans answered, “No, 
absolutely not. God did that, I wouldn’t change it.”300  
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
My assumption is that as a potential MFA-Studio candidate, part of my work in 
graduate school consists of creating an informed point of view, and a particular look for 
my photography. At the same time, an equally important goal of my masters-level 
education should be to locate myself, and my work, somewhere along the art-historical 
trajectory of photography. With my written thesis and photography for American 
Nocturne, I have attempted to accomplish both these goals. 
For me photography is an art whose power lies in its ability to capture sharp, clear 
images. Fidelity for me is perhaps the single biggest distinguishing factor of photography 
as an art unto itself. In our modern age of hybrid workflows, with the integration of film 
with digital media, this power reaches new heights.  
One of my goal with this thesis was to be able to trace my lineage as a 
photographer back to its source. In my case this source proved to be Modernism and 
straight photography. However, given the scholarship needs of an MFA Thesis, this view 
cannot just be an admiring and uncritical one. Our postmodern age has brought much 
enlightenment to art and photography. To deny the contributions of postmodernism 
would be a disservice. However, it is a historical axiom that each time a new age of art 
arrives, it does more than just replace the old one—it often works to purge the previous 
one almost entirely. In my mind this approach throws away all of the good with the 
bad—and no age of art is all bad. 
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My thesis looked at the tradition of straight photography within the context of 
Modernism. I also carefully studied one of its most influential practitioners, Walker 
Evans. My close look at Evans’s work was meant as a deep learning experience, since my 
point of view and the look of my photography owes much to his work. At the same time, 
I took a critical look at Modernism, straight photography, and the work of Walker Evans. 
This critique, hopefully, will prevent the oversights of the historical past of photography 
from occurring in my work, though that is not a guarantee.  
My ultimate conclusion is that despite all of its shortcomings, Modernism and the 
tradition of straight photography has much to offer me and my work—and perhaps to our 
present age as well. Just because postmodernism is the current mode of thinking, does not 
mean that it is—or should be, the only one. Art, and history itself, is capricious in nature. 
Someday, perhaps soon, we as a culture may revisit—or may be forced to revisit, 
Modernism. When we do, I’ll bet we’ll be sorry we treated it so shabbily. 
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EPILOGUE 
After his stint with FSA Evans moved on to other projects. From 1941 onwards 
Evans worked with a medium format Rolleiflex. He never used the 8x10 again.301  
He joined Fortune magazine in 1945 and worked there as an editor until 1965. At 
Fortune he had a privileged position and he not only came up with his own ideas for 
photo features, he also had complete control of the graphic design and layout of his 
features, something he had always liked to do. Evans’s magazine work was considered 
far ahead of its time.  
After his retirement from Fortune Evans began teaching at Yale in 1964. A few 
major shows of his work followed at Yale and MOMA.  Evans discovered the Polaroid 
SX-70 and loved the immediate nature of the photos.  
Despite all the accolades his work was not valued in the art market in his lifetime. 
Near to Evans’s death an art dealer bought most all his work from him for a mere 
$1000,000, a pittance compared to what just one of Evans’s photograph is worth today.302  
Even though Evans’s photography career lasted from 1928-1974, no one wanted 
any of his work except his “greatest hits” from 1933-40, so he printed them over and over 
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again for the public.303 Even his 1971 MOMA retrospective was heavily skewed towards 
his early work.304 
The primary force behind this 1971 show was, of course, John Szarkowski the 
director of photography at MOMA.  
Evans was having health problems from his heavy drinking. He died on April 
10th, 1975. Evans had asked that that there be no service for his passing and that his ashes 
be scattered at sea. 
Belinda Rathbone writes: 
 
“All his working life he had identified with the anonymous, the neglected, the 
lost, and he wanted to go down in that same spirit.”305  
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Plate 1: Untitled 1, American Nocturne Series 
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Plate 2: Untitled 2, American Nocturne Series 
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Plate 3: Untitled 3, American Nocturne Series 
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Plate 4: Untitled 4, American Nocturne Series 
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Plate 5: Untitled 5, American Nocturne Series 
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Plate 6: Untitled 6, American Nocturne Series 
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Plate 7: Untitled 7, American Nocturne Series 
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Plate 8: Untitled 8, American Nocturne Series 
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Plate 9: Untitled 9, American Nocturne Series 
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Plate 10: Untitled 10, American Nocturne Series 
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Plate 11: Untitled 11, American Nocturne Series 
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Plate 12: Untitled 12, American Nocturne Series 
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Plate 13: Untitled 13, American Nocturne Series 
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Plate 14: Untitled 14, American Nocturne Series 
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Plate 15: Untitled 15, American Nocturne Series 
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Plate 16: Untitled 16, American Nocturne Series 
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Plate 17: Untitled 17, American Nocturne Series 
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